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Abstract 
I provide evidence that portfolio equity inflows can have expansionary effects on GDP and 
inflation if not offset by monetary policy. I use a shift-share instrument to estimate equity 
inflows based on plausibly exogenous timing of inflows into mutual funds with heterogeneous 
country portfolios. For countries with fixed exchange rates, GDP rises for at least two years 
following an exogenous inflow with a peak effect of 0.8 percent after 18 months. This is driven 
by rises in investment and exports, where the latter response is inconsistent with standard 
expenditure switching channel mechanisms. Non-fixing countries maintain GDP roughly at the 
same pre-shock levels but achieve this with higher interest rates. 

Topics: International financial markets; International topics; Monetary policy; Business 
fluctuations and cycles 
JEL codes: E32, F32, F44 

Résumé 
Nous démontrons que les flux entrants de portefeuille d’actions peuvent avoir des effets 
expansionnistes sur le produit intérieur brut (PIB) et l’inflation s’ils ne sont pas compensés par 
la politique monétaire. Nous utilisons un instrument d’analyse structurelle résiduelle pour 
estimer ces investissements en supposant une arrivée vraisemblablement exogène des capitaux 
dans des fonds communs de placement dont le portefeuille regroupe un ensemble hétérogène 
de pays. Dans les pays où les taux de change sont fixes, le PIB augmente pour au moins deux 
ans à la suite d’une entrée de capitaux exogène, laquelle contribue à cette augmentation 
jusqu’à hauteur de 0,8 % après 18 mois. Cela s’explique par des hausses des investissements et 
des exportations, phénomène qui, dans le cas des exportations, est incompatible avec les 
mécanismes standard de transfert des dépenses. Dans les pays où les taux de change sont 
flottants, le PIB se maintient sensiblement aux mêmes niveaux qu’avant le choc causé par 
l’entrée de capitaux exogène, et ce, grâce à un relèvement des taux d’intérêt. 

Sujets : Marchés financiers internationaux, Questions internationales, Politique monétaire, 
Cycles et fluctuations économiques  
Codes JEL : E32, F32, F44 



1 Introduction

When foreign investors invest in a country, what are the effects on that country’s macroecon-

omy? Almost all international macro models, by including a mechanism where some investors

choose between domestic and international assets to determine exchange rates, implicitly take

a position on the answer to this question. Typically the dominant mechanism is to empha-

size expenditure switching mechanisms: capital inflows lead exchange rates (if floating) to

appreciate, which in turn lowers net exports, which can lead to falls in real GDP.1

However, empirically the correlation between gross capital inflows (foreign purchases of

domestic assets) and GDP in the data tends to be positive – especially for extremely large

and sudden capital inflow changes (Reinhart and Reinhart, 2008). Moreover, recent empirical

work has suggested there may be a financial channel where additional capital inflows lead to

a loosening of local financial conditions and possibly rises in GDP.2 It is still not known which

mechanism dominates at the macro level because identifying empirically the effect of capital

flows at the aggregate level remains challenging.3 In this paper, I develop an instrument

that can overcome this identification challenge for one type of capital inflows – portfolio

equity inflows – and show that these inflows, if not offset by monetary policy, raise GDP.

This suggests monetary policy likely should be tightened in response to exogenous capital

inflows. These findings are in contrast to the predictions of most theoretical international

macro models and suggest that these models may need additional mechanisms to expenditure-

switching channels to match these findings.

Establishing the causal effect of capital inflows on macroeconomic outcomes is notoriously

difficult because capital flows are themselves sensitive to local macroeconomic conditions. The

literature since Fernandez-Arias (1996) tends to focus on two types of capital inflow drivers:

“pull factors” representing shocks in the destination country and “push factors” representing

shocks in the investor’s country. Pull factors can reflect the strong fundamentals of the

1In some cases where home and foreign goods are strong complements, GDP can rise following an (exoge-
nous) capital inflow; however, such calibrations appear to be rare choices in practice. Examples where GDP
would fall following capital inflows include Galí and Monacelli (2005), Gabaix and Maggiori (2015, p. 1396)
(who both use Cobb-Douglas calibrations) and Itskhoki and Mukhin (2021).

2For example, Miranda-Agrippino and Rey (2020) and Kalemli-Özcan (2019) show that contractionary US
monetary policy leads capital to flow to the US, tightening financial conditions elsewhere, Baskaya et al. (2017)
show that banks lend more when capital inflows are high and Jotikasthira et al. (2012a) shows that outflows
from mutual funds leads to fire sales and equity price declines.

3Two notable examples estimating macro effects of capital inflows are Blanchard et al. (2016) and Davis
(2015), who both use instruments based on average global investor behavior or risk sentiment to isolate effects
of capital inflows on recipient country economies. In addition, Pandolfi and Williams (2020), Broner et al.
(2021) and Williams (2018) use the inclusion and removal of countries in global indexes to look at the effects
of capital flows on financial and firm-level outcomes.
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country “pulling” in capital from abroad. Economic reforms, strong economic growth and

news about strong investment prospects are examples of factors that may lead investors to

send their capital to a particular country; for the purpose of identifying the macroeconomic

effects of capital flows, these are endogenous. Push factors may not directly be related to

shocks in a particular country, but are still problematic from an identification perspective

because they might be driven by shocks that have other worldwide macroeconomic effects –

including on the destination country.4

The instrument I develop to address this challenge isolates small, frequent, idiosyncratic

push factors into and out of a variety of countries globally. Using data from Emerging Portfolio

Funds Research (EPFR), I exploit the institutional nature of mutual fund markets that offer

financial services to less sophisticated investors: these investors select mutual funds and

provide them their savings, while the mutual funds then decide where in the world to invest.5

There is considerable variation in the sets of countries each mutual fund invests in, which

I exploit with a shift-share instrument. The “shares” component of the instrument is based

upon the mutual funds’ portfolio held in a variety of countries around the world and is held

constant in a given initial base period. Fixing each fund’s portfolio shares has the advantage

of ignoring variations in capital inflows caused by mutual funds responding to news about

the countries they invest in.6 I also show that the instrument ignores equity flows induced

by mutual funds rebalancing their portfolios – selling assets that recently had above average

returns to buy assets that recently had below average return in order to maintain a target

level of exposure to all securities under management.7 Time variation in the instrument is

driven by the “shifter”; I use a plausibly exogenous measure of “fund inflows” – fresh funds

4For instance, global risk aversion tends to rise in global downturns. Rises in global risk aversion may lead
to capital flight from many countries, while the global downturn may independently cause GDP to fall in many
countries (for example, through lower export demand). This would lead to a positive correlation between capital
flows and GDP even if capital inflows had no direct effect on GDP. In addition Rey (2012) and Miranda-Agrippino
and Rey (2020) argue investor sentiment and capital flows react to US monetary policy. However, US monetary
policy shocks can affect global GDP through trade and other channels independently of their effect on global
financial flows. Both examples show that global push factors may be poor sources of variation with which to
construct an instrument for capital flows.

5Figure 4 in Miao and Pant (2012) shows that the predicted flows from the EPFR data have a considerably
strong correlation with the time series of capital inflows into different regions of the world.

6Jotikasthira et al. (2012b) and Raddatz and Schmukler (2012) show using the same EPFR data used in
this paper that clients are important actors during global “risk on” and “risk off” periods and can cause fire sales
by mutual funds in equity markets around the world. Raddatz and Schmukler (2012) find that mutual funds
sell more of some countries’ assets than others in “risk off” situations, which could be related to information
they have about different countries. Keeping the portfolio shares fixed in a base period prevents this information
being embedded in my proposed instrument.

7The flows induced by rebalancing go in the opposite direction to flows induced by mutual funds increasing
their portfolio shares invested in high-return countries but are still endogenous.
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invested into each mutual fund by their clients.

The choice of this fund inflow shifter is important as there may be two types of clients

selecting mutual funds: news-insensitive clients and news-sensitive clients. News-insensitive

clients are ideal for identification because their decision to pick one mutual fund over another is

arguably independent of both the countries each mutual fund invests in (and of the investment

prospects of each of those countries). However, news-sensitive clients may direct funds

towards mutual funds investing in the countries with the strongest growth prospects and

violate the exclusion condition. To ensure I focus on variation in client behavior that is likely

to be exogenous, I focus on systematic but news-insensitive client investment behavior –

selecting a mutual fund based on its past return history.8 This is a news-insensitive method

of selecting a mutual fund because equity markets are well known to process news extremely

quickly, making past returns a poor method of predicting future returns. However, while equity

markets may reflect news quickly, macro variables may reflect news content gradually over

time – making past equity returns predictive of future macroeconomic outcomes. To account

for this, I construct a leave-out prediction of client inflows: for mutual funds investing in a

particular country – say Argentina – I predict client inflows into that mutual fund using lagged

returns these mutual funds made in all countries other than Argentina. The identification

assumption then becomes that lagged returns in countries other than Argentina do not predict

future macroeconomic outcomes in Argentina (and similarly for every country in the sample).

I conduct many tests and robustness checks to confirm that these predicted client inflows are

not systematically directed to (or away from) mutual funds exposed to countries known to be

experiencing good shocks.

With this instrument, I estimate two sets of impulse responses using Jordà (2005a) local

projections. In my first set of results, I trace out the dynamic effects of a 1 percent of GDP

exogenous gross equity inflow for a pooled set of fixing and floating countries. Following

an exogenous rise, gross equity inflows return to their pre-shock level after a year. Yet, the

dynamics of overall net inflows can be complex – equity inflows from foreigners tends not

to be offset by domestic residents buying equities abroad, but they tend to lead to further

gross portfolio debt inflows (debt purchases by foreigners), perhaps by relaxing firm borrowing

constraints and leading to more foreign investment in the country. However, net debt inflows

(inflows by foreigners less outflows by domestic residents) respond negatively, suggesting that

exogenous equity inflows by foreigners lead to increases in domestic savings abroad. When

8Many papers, starting with Zeckhauser et al. (1991), document that clients use past returns (along with
other metrics) to select mutual funds (see Elton and Gruber, 2013). This finding is confirmed with my mutual
fund data in Appendix A.3 and Figure 19.
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looking at all inflows, a similar pattern prevails – net inflows are small and potentially negative

despite being initiated by foreigners investing into a country.

Despite there being little effect on overall net inflows, I find that the overall macroeconomic

effect can be large – particularly for fixed exchange rate economies.9 Theory suggests that

relative to non-fixing exchange rate countries, those with fixed exchange rates should have

looser monetary policy in response to an exogenous capital inflow, which would lead to higher

GDP and inflation, lower imports and higher exports. This is exactly what I find.

However, while expenditure-switching mechanisms explain the differences in impulse re-

sponses between fixing and non-fixing countries, it cannot explain the level impulse responses.

If expenditure switching were the dominant mechanism, then, provided the exchange rate were

allowed to appreciate after an exogenous capital inflow shock, we would expect net exports to

fall and this to put downward pressure on GDP and inflation. Expansionary monetary policy

could offset this downward pressure on GDP and/or inflation, but in that case we should

see falls in interest rates for non-fixing countries (and larger falls in interest rates for fixing

countries). Instead my empirical impulse responses show that short-term interest rates rise

for both fixing and non-fixing countries, with steeper rises for non-fixing countries. With these

higher interest rates, non-fixing countries keep real GDP near to pre-shock levels, whereas

fixing countries experience large rises in real GDP, peaking at around 0.8 percent after 18

months. This rise in real GDP is driven by rises in investment and exports, while for non-

fixing countries exports rise slightly. This suggests an additional mechanism to expenditure

switching accompanying equity inflows that lowers firm costs – particularly of exporting firms

and is consistent with the findings of Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2021) who show that firms in

emerging economies borrow more when exchange rates appreciate – particularly firms already

with high leverage.10

Overall these findings suggest that equity inflows are expansionary – even in non-crisis

times. To the extent that these findings are representative of all types of inflows, this reinforces

the view that global “risk-off” episodes may be contractionary – the loss of financial flows likely

dominates any expenditure-switching channels from exchange rate depreciations. This has

important implications for central banks in small open economies similar to those discussed in

Rey (2012) and Gourinchas (2018) – changes in US monetary policy, by slowing capital flows

to other countries, is likely contractionary everywhere (despite the center country’s currency

9I split the sample into countries with fixed exchange rate regimes and those with non-fixed regimes using
the de facto classification of Ilzetzki et al. (2017).

10These findings are also consistent with Williams (2018), Pandolfi and Williams (2020) and Broner et al.
(2021), who find that financial constraints are relaxed for firms when sovereign debt inflows into a country
increases.
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appreciating). By comparing outcomes between fixing and non-fixing countries, my results

suggest that domestic monetary policy still works as conventionally understood – a loosening

of local monetary policy can stabilize local GDP in reaction to monetary tightening in center

countries.

This paper contributes to several strands of literature. First, it contributes to the literature

on understanding the macroeconomic effects of capital flows. Previous work has focused on

analysis of extreme events (Forbes and Warnock, 2012; Forbes and Warnock, 2014; Reinhart

and Reinhart, 2008; and Mendoza, 2010), identification from entry of a country into global

indexes (Williams, 2018; Broner et al., 2021; and Pandolfi and Williams, 2020) and identi-

fication using more frequent business cycle variation (Davis, 2015; Blanchard et al., 2016;

and Cesa-Bianchi et al., 2018). This paper complements and extends these other works by

bringing a new identification method that matches the credibility of identification based on

entry of countries into global indexes but that also can be implemented on a large sample of

countries to estimate global average treatment effects and to compare the effects on coun-

tries with fixed versus floating exchange rates. In particular, relative to previous work using

frequent business cycle fluctuations as an instrument, my approach allows for the inclusion

of region-time fixed effects. Region-time fixed effects are a crucial control as they absorb

the main effects of global push factors, such as investor sentiment. By being specific to the

UN subregion each country is in, they can also absorb the differences in sensitivity of some

regions of the world to global investor sentiment.

Second, this paper complements the rich empirical literature studying the many microeco-

nomic mechanisms by which capital flows can affect firms and households in different countries

(a small subsample includes Kalemli-Ozcan et al., 2021; Salomao and Varela, 2022; Gopinath

et al., 2017; and Gyöngyösi and Verner, 2020). By estimating the macro impacts of equity

inflows, this paper can verify that some form of the financial frictions uncovered in these

papers affects the macro-level dynamics of the response of countries to capital inflows.

Third, it complements the literature documenting the drivers of capital flows and arguing

that global push factors are extremely important in determining when capital flows and when

it dries up (see Koepke, 2015 for an excellent summary as well as Rey, 2012; Maggiori et al.,

2020; and Coppola et al., 2021). This includes papers showing that global mutual funds affect

the dynamics of capital flows using the same EPFR data I use (examples are Raddatz et al.,

2017; Converse et al., forthcoming; Jotikasthira et al., 2012b; and Bacchetta et al., 2020).

This literature has shown that mutual fund clients are often a source of change in global

risk sentiment, and that client redemptions can lead to fire sales and equity price declines in

countries that the affected mutual funds invest in. This paper contributes to this literature
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by showing that capital flows also have macroeconomic effects and that EPFR data can be

useful to construct an instrument for overall portfolio equity inflows.

Finally, this paper contributes to the literature on shift-share instruments (first proposed

by Bartik, 1991) in the context of samples with a large time dimension.11 Recent work

by Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020), Borusyak et al. (2021) and Adão et al. (2019) have

illuminated two different identification assumptions needed to ensure shift-share designs work

where the appropriateness of each identification assumption depends on the empirical context.

I discuss that in samples covering more time periods, it is important to ensure that the results

are robust to the choice of when the initial shares are chosen.

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the instrument, states the identifi-

cation assumption and the second stage regressions undertaken; Section 3 describes the data;

Section 4 shows the first stage results and presents tests to detect if the exclusion condition

may be violated; Section 5 presents the main results; and Section 6 concludes.

2 Methodology

2.1 Clarifying Capital Inflows Concepts

In essence there are four types of activities captured by capital inflows: accumulation of

foreign assets by local residents, sales of foreign assets by local residents, accumulation of

liabilities held by foreigners and reductions of liabilities held by foreigners.

Traditionally, these are grouped into “gross” inflow or outflow categories, as detailed in

Table 1: whenever residents of country i accumulate or reduce claims on entities or residents

in j , that is referred to as a gross outflow from i and a gross inflow into j . Under this

definition, gross inflows into j can be negative if foreign holders of claims on j sell them (or

the claim is paid down by i). Similarly, gross outflows from j can be negative if residents in j

sell their foreign assets and repatriate their savings.

Further note that inflows need to represent a flow of savings across a country border

and thus capital gains or any asset revaluations are not considered inflows. However, in the

traditional approaches used, re-invested dividends and interest income are considered capital

inflows. Any dividends received and repatriated back into the owner’s country of residence

have net 0 effect on capital inflows and outflows because the claim created by the payment

11Jaeger et al. (2018) discuss some issues that can come into play when the time dimension is short but
covers long time periods – such as 10 years. Without controlling for lags, shift-share instruments can estimate
combinations of short-run and long-run elasticities. This paper, by contrast, uses more frequent data, which
allows the inclusion of many lags and dynamic estimation to separate short-run and long-run effects.
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Table 1: What transactions are recorded as inflows or outflows

Activity Inflow/Outflow in i Inflow/Outflow in j

Residents in i buy assets in j positive gross outflow from i positive gross inflow into j
Residents in i sell their assets in j negative gross outflow from i negative gross inflow into j
Residents in j buy assets in j positive gross outflow from i positive gross inflow into j
Residents in j sell their assets in j negative gross outflow from i negative gross inflow into j

Assets held by i in country j have capital gains 0 0
Residents in i reinvest their dividends from assets in j positive gross outflow from i positive gross inflow into j
Residents in i repatriate their dividends from assets in j 0 0

of dividends is removed once the dividend cash payment is received and repatriated.

In this paper I will focus on understanding the effects that exogenous gross portfolio equity

inflows have on a recipient economy. While interesting, the effects of gross outflows on an

economy are more difficult to ascertain because it is considerably more difficult to isolate

exogenous variation in outflows.12

The definition of gross inflows into a country will be nominal – it is the amount spent

by foreigners purchasing domestically listed equities. It is often noted that in a given market

for every buyer there is a seller, and as such there are no inflows into markets on aggregate.

Gabaix and Koijen (2022) challenge this view and propose a way to construct a theoretically

consistent aggregate inflow measure based on the marginal propensity of different market

participants to purchase additional securities in that market. Unfortunately, constructing this

measure for the full set of countries in the sample is infeasible – flow of funds data are

required. As such, the inflow measures used in the paper can be thought of as a reallocation

of ownership of domestic equities towards foreigners – whether any effects estimated is due

to some aggregate inflow effect á la Gabaix and Koijen (2022) or a reallocation of ownership

– perhaps to investors with different risk sentiment or governance approaches – will remain

unclear.

2.2 Instrument

There are two endogeneity issues to be resolved to estimate the causal effect of capital

inflows on macro outcomes: good shocks or good news may attract investors and lead to

capital inflows (endogenous pull factors) and global booms may lower global risk sentiment

and lead to more capital flows between countries.13 In both cases, even if capital inflows

12Any exogenous movement in outflows would need to be unaffected by shocks local to the investor’s country
and to shocks to the investors’ net worth. Inflows, by contrast, need only satisfy the former condition.

13To the extent that good news is capitalized into asset prices, these news shocks can also lead to negative
inflows through rebalancing effects. This possibility is discussed later in Subsection 2.3.
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had no economic effect on the recipient country’s economy, we could easily see a positive

correlation in the data due to these effects.

Given this, the ideal instrument would purge as much as possible the effects of country-

specific news and global push factors from the predicted capital inflows to various countries.

To some extent this can be done through controls, but mainly my approach is to take ad-

vantage of the role of mutual funds in allocating equity flows across countries. This market

features a delegation structure where mutual funds allocate capital to countries and their

clients simply select a mutual fund to invest in (as shown in Figure 1). If mutual funds are

primarily the agents that respond to news about which countries are the best to invest in, then

a plausibly exogenous instrument would fix the portfolios of mutual funds and leverage the

behavior of clients to predict which mutual funds get money, and therefore which countries

get capital inflows.

The shift-share instrument adopted in this paper (Bi ,t) does exactly that: it predicts

inflows into a country i at time t using the product of a fixed portfolio share and (a prediction

of) inflows coming into each mutual fund. This instrument can have considerable relevance

because mutual funds specialize by only investing in a very small number of countries with

considerable variety in the set of countries chosen (see Figure 10). Thus a reallocation of

capital invested in two random mutual funds can lead to a vastly different pattern of investment

globally.

Figure 1: Delegation structure of mutual fund Investing

Clients (Fund Inflows) Mutual Funds (Capital Inflows) Countries

US

Argentina

UK

Germany

...

(Capital Inflows)

(Choice: select country)

Fund Inflows

(Choice: select fund)

Mutual Fund 1

Mutual Fund 2

...

Client A

Client B

...
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Specifically, the instrument is given by:

Bi ,t =
∑

k∈KMF \KMF (i)

Ai←k,t0
Ak,t0︸ ︷︷ ︸
Shares

̂Fund Inflowsk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Shifter

(1)

where Ai←k,t is holdings of mutual fund k in assets listed in country i at time t; KMF is the

set of all mutual funds in the data; and KMF\KMF (i) is the set of all mutual funds in the data

not domiciled in country i .

The portfolio share Ai←k,t0\Ak,t0 is fixed in some base period t0 < t so that portfolio

adjustments in response to news released at period t > t0 is not included in the instrument.

The time variation in the instrument is generated by (a prediction of) the amount of new

money clients invest in each mutual fund. These predicted “fund inflows” coming into each

mutual fund is then apportioned into countries based on the t0 portfolio shares of each mutual

fund.

For reasons that will be discussed later in this section, it will be sensible to make some

refinements to the exact form of the shifter (hence the notation above of ̂Fund Inflowsk,t to

emphasize that the shifter I will use will be a refinement of overall inflows into mutual fund

k : inflowsk,t).

2.3 Unpacking the Instrument

Shift-share instruments have received renewed attention recently. This literature shows that

shift-share instruments can achieve identification in two ways – random assignment of the

shares á la Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020) or random assignment of the shifters conditional

on the shares (Borusyak et al., 2021; Adão et al., 2019). Mathematically, both approaches

are equally valid to achieve identification; however, the plausibility of each identification as-

sumption depends on the economic context. For understanding the effects of portfolio equity

inflows, identification is better thought of as coming from the random assignment of the

shifters (client inflows into a mutual fund) conditional on the mutual funds’ investment be-

havior (the shares).14 To make this clear, in this subsection I will use some simple definitions

and accounting relationships to unpack how the instrument operates in this context and be

precise about the identification assumption being applied. A more mathematically rigorous

approach is discussed in Appendix B.

14The Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020) exclusion condition in this context would be that mutual fund portfolio
shares have nothing to do with the (future) economic performance of countries. This is highly implausible.
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First consider the following (slightly atypical) definition of gross capital inflows:

inflowsi ,t ≡ dGFLi ,t − ri ,tGFLi ,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Capital Gains

(2)

Capital inflows represent the accumulation of claims by foreigners on domestic residents or

institutions. This equals the difference between the growth in gross foreign liabilities (GFL) –

the value of all claims owed to foreigners – in excess of the amounts earned by foreigners from

holding these claims. To be consistent with traditional measures of capital inflows, ri ,t should

exclude dividends and contain only revaluations; however, to focus on how the instrument

might achieve identification I will refer to ri ,t as the return on equity.15

Letting K denote all asset holders and K\K(i) denote all asset holders domiciled outside

country i , then GFL can be disaggregated according to the following equation:

GFLi ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

ωi←k,tAk,t (3)

where the notation ωi←k,t refers to the share of agent k ’s assets (Ak,t) invested in country i

at time t. Taking the total derivative of this equation gives:16

dGFLi ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

dωi←k,tAk,t + ωi←k,tdAk,t (4)

This equation states that GFL can increase for two reasons: investors with a fixed set of

assets tilt their portfolios toward i and away from some other country (dωi←k,t > 0), or

investors already exposed to i have more assets to invest (dAk,t > 0). Note that returns

earned in country i are reflected in this equation through dAk,t .

For the remainder of this discussion, all asset holders will be assumed to be mutual funds.

Given this, I use the concept of “fund inflows” (notation: inflowsk,t) as the mutual fund

equivalent of the country inflows:

15The inflow data used in this paper is constructed according to the standard approaches and therefore treats
ri ,t in Equation 2 as capital gains/revaluations.

16It is without loss of generality to ignore changes in the numbers of investors. One could instead define that
the set K\K(i) includes all potential investors of country i and set ωi←k,t = 0 for those not currently investing
in i .
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inflowsk,t ≡ dAk,t − rk,tAk,t (5)

Putting Equations 2 to 5 together produces the following exact decomposition of country-

level inflows (inflowsi ,t):17

inflowsi ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

 dωi←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Adjustment

− (ri ,t − rk,t)ωi ,←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Rebalancing

+ωi←k,t inflowsk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Allocation of
Fund Inflows

 (6)

There are three terms driving inflows: first there is portfolio adjustment coming from a

mutual fund deciding to increase its holdings of country i ’s assets holding fixed the fund’s

assets under management Ak,t . The second term reflects portfolio rebalancing required when

returns in country i are different from the average return each fund earns. Without this

adjustment, if country i ’s return is above the average return of a fund k , then the share of

assets of that fund held in country i (in dollar terms) would increase. To keep the portfolio

share invested in country i fixed, the mutual fund would need to sell some of its holdings in

country i and reallocate them to other countries. The final term reflects what happens when

the mutual fund grows larger by attracting more money from clients (either existing or new).

In this case, the mutual fund allocates this money to countries in proportion to its current

portfolio shares.

By comparing Equation 1 to Equation 6, it is clear that the instrument is solely related to

the third term.18 This is deliberate because the first two terms are likely to be contaminated

by news about country i ’s growth prospects. To see why, consider as a motivating example an

announcement by the Argentinean government of a series of policy reforms that are expected

to (and will) raise Argentina’s economic growth in the future. One might expect that actively

managed mutual funds would respond to this news by tilting their portfolios toward Argentina.

Figure 2 shows an example of this with two mutual funds. Prior to the news, one fund invests

in Argentina and the US and the other fund invests in the UK and Germany. These initial

portfolios are shown in black with straight lines. Upon receiving the news, the first mutual

17While this decomposition is exact, the reader should note that this is with the caveat that characterization
of direct investors in country i as receiving inflows from some other agent is not a sensible way to characterize
all investors in country i . However, this is a coherent description of the subset of investors included in the
construction of the instrument.

18The only differences between the two expressions are the timing of the portfolio shares: ωi←k,t in Equation
1 versus ωi←k,t0 , t0 < t in the instrument construction and the fact that fund inflows are predicted in the
instrument.
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fund might like to increase its portfolio holdings in Argentina and does so by selling holdings in

its US portfolio. The second fund, while not having any holdings in Argentina, might decide

to start investing in Argentina. These portfolio adjustments are shown in Figure 2 by the red

arrows (with curved lines). Note that these adjustments occur holding fixed the inflows from

clients. These are all endogenous – these portfolio adjustments are in response to news about

a policy reform in Argentina, and leaving this variation out of the instrument seems sensible.

Figure 2: Portfolio adjustment towards Argentina due to expectations of high future growth

Clients (Fund Inflows) Mutual Funds (Capital Inflows) Countries

US

Argentina

test UK

Germany(Capital Inflows)(Fund Inflows)

Mutual Fund 1

(ca Inflows)Mutual Fund 2

Client A

test hereClient B

inflowsi ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

dωi←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Adjustment

− (ri ,t − rk,t)ωi ,←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Rebalancing

+ωi←k,t inflowsk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Allocation of
Fund Inflows

It might appear that for passive (index) funds, focusing on client inflows is less important

because the portfolio adjustment effects shown in Figure 2 are absent. Unfortunately, the

portfolio rebalancing term in the equation applies to index funds and is equally problematic.

Figure 3 shows the portfolio-rebalancing effects (with red curved lines) of the same policy an-

nouncement in Argentina. Upon announcement, it would be reasonable to expect Argentina’s

equity and bond markets to rally; raising returns for mutual funds with existing investments

in Argentina. Unless matched with higher returns in other countries, any index fund with an

investment in Argentina (shown as “Mutual Fund 1” in Figure 3) will have a higher share of

their portfolio invested in Argentina. To correct for this, Mutual Fund 1, for example, will need

to sell some of its Argentinean assets and purchase additional US assets. The flow of capital

this creates goes in the opposite direction to the portfolio adjustment term (money flows out

of Argentina rather than in) but, as the cause of these flows was news about Argentina, these
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negative inflows still constitute variation that a suitable instrument should ignore.

Figure 3: Portfolio rebalancing due to high returns earned from Argentina

Clients (Fund Inflows) Mutual Funds (Capital Inflows) Countries

US

Argentina

test UK

Germany(Capital Inflows)(Fund Inflows)

Mutual Fund 1

(ca Inflows)Mutual Fund 2

Client A

test hereClient B

inflowsi ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

dωi←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Adjustment

−(ri ,t − rk,t)ωi ,←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Rebalancing

+ ωi←k,t inflowsk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Allocation of
Fund Inflows

The final term is the allocation by each fund of inflows from clients towards the countries

the mutual fund currently invests in. The instrument by contrast allocates these inflows

towards countries based on previous countries the fund invested in. This is shown in Figure 4

with blue curved lines, where Client B receives a wealth shock that she invests in Mutual Fund

2 and the instrument predicts that this wealth will be allocated into the UK and Germany.

Furthermore, if this inflow occurred after the hypothetical policy announcement discussed

above, and Mutual Fund 2 responded by starting to invest in Argentina, the instrument would

ignore this development and keep the portfolio shares fixed at their initial level.

2.4 Capturing Exogenous Variation in Client Inflows

Intuitively, if clients are allocating money to mutual funds for reasons unrelated to news about

the country each fund invests in, then mutual fund inflows can be considered exogenous and

the causal effects of capital inflows identified.19 However, one could imagine that clients are

19There has been recent work on shift-share designs, such as Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020), Borusyak et
al. (2021), Jaeger et al. (2018) and Adão et al. (2019), who bring to light the different identification assumptions
one can rely on in shift-share designs. Moreover, this literature shows that the appropriateness of these various
assumptions is context dependent. In this paper, the identification assumption closely resembles that discussed
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Figure 4: Relevance of the instrument is driven by client-level variation

Clients (Fund Inflows) Mutual Funds (Capital Inflows) Countries

US

Argentina

UK

Germany(Capital Inflows)(Fund Inflows)

Mutual Fund 1

(ca Inflows)Mutual Fund 2

Client A

test hereClient B

inflowsi ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

dωi←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Adjustment

− (ri ,t − rk,t)ωi ,←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Rebalancing

+ωi←k,t inflowsk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Allocation of
Fund Inflows

themselves behaving in similar ways to mutual funds and are therefore (directly or indirectly

through rebalancing) responding to country news.

As an example of client portfolio adjustment, consider the reaction of Client A in the above

example when she learns about the Argentinean policy announcement.20 As shown in Figure

5, it is reasonable to expect that Client A might want to increase her exposure to Argentinean

assets and so would move some of her savings from Mutual Fund 2 towards Mutual Fund 1.

This would lead to outflows from the UK and Germany and inflows into the US and Argentina.

As a result, the instrument’s predicted inflows into Argentina would include responses to news

about this country and would violate the exclusion condition.

In particular, mutual fund choice need not be based directly on news about country perfor-

mance but could be based indirectly on variables that predict future country shocks like past

equity returns. If equity markets quickly price in news about rises in future GDP, and client

inflows follow past returns earned by the mutual fund, then a particular fund’s inflows could

easily be predicting future economic growth in the countries the fund invests in.

in Borusyak et al. (2021) (and is one case discussed in Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020)). I provide further
discussion of this in Appendix B.1 and refer interested readers there.

20Note that the data used in the instrument construction has no information on client identities or their
portfolios across mutual funds. All that is observed is the total inflows each fund received from all their clients.
The client structure shown here is entirely for the purposes of discussing threats to identification.
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Figure 5: Endogenous variation captured by the client inflows – good news about Argentina

Clients (Fund Inflows) Mutual Funds (Capital Inflows) Countries

US

Argentina

UK

Germany(Capital Inflows)(Fund Inflows)

Mutual Fund 1

(ca Inflows)Mutual Fund 2

Client A

test hereClient B

inflowsi ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

dωi←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Adjustment

− (ri ,t − rk,t)ωi ,←k,tAk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Portfolio Rebalancing

+ωi←k,t inflowsk,t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Allocation of
Fund Inflows

This issue is significant: a large literature on mutual fund inflows started by Gruber (1996)

shows that clients do use past fund returns to pick the mutual funds they invest in (and this

applies to the mutual fund data used here). Given the speed at which financial markets price in

news, good news about Argentina could lead to large returns posted by mutual funds exposed

to Argentina well in advance of when the good news is visible in Argentina’s GDP. If client

inflows react to these returns sufficiently quickly, then they might precede the GDP change

and therefore not be exogenous.

Fortunately, the high sensitivity of clients to the past returns of mutual funds offers another

avenue to construct an exogenous instrument: using past returns from other countries to

predict which mutual funds get inflows. To do this I first run the following regression:21

inflowsk,t
Ak,t

= γt +

10∑
p=1

δprk,t−p + ek,t (7)

21The left-hand variable is the inflow rate so that large mutual funds in terms of assets do not dominate the
regression results and because the identification assumption is best thought of in terms of inflow rates rather
than levels (see Appendix C.1). Inflow rates are calculated assuming that the timing of inflows within a quarter
is constant. See Appendix A.1 for details.
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where rk,t−p is the return of mutual fund k made in period t − p.22 Then for each mutual

fund k I construct a set of “leave-out returns” for each country i that this fund k invests in:23

r̂k\ri ,t−p =
∑
j ̸=i

ωj←k,tri ,t−p
1− ωj←k,t

(8)

and produce a set of predicted inflows for each k according to:

inflowsk,t ≈ inflowsk\ri ,t ≡ Ak,t

(
γt +

10∑
p=1

δp r̂k\ri ,t−p

)
(9)

where each predicted shifter inflowsk\ri ,t ignores the contribution the lagged return in country

i had on overall inflows into k .24

Finally, when predicting overall inflows into country i , I replace the shifter in the overall

instrument (inflowsk,t) with inflowsk\ri ,t :

B̃i ,t =
∑

k∈K\K(i)

ωi←k,t0 inflowsk\ri ,t

where now the shifter used varies by the country i whose inflows are being predicted.

Figure 6 shows in a diagram how to understand this approach. Consider a simple example

where there are two mutual funds: one invests in the US and Argentina, and the second

invests in Argentina and Brazil.

The new instrument uses an Argentina-specific approximation for each shifter when pre-

dicting inflows into Argentina (and a Brazil-specific approximation for Brazil and so on).

Inflows into Mutual Fund 1 are predicted using lagged returns from the US, and inflows into

Mutual Fund 2 are predicted using lagged returns from Brazil – in both cases lagged returns

in Argentina are ignored. With an estimated coefficient on lagged returns of δ̂p (ignoring for

now the time fixed effects), predicted returns into Argentina is given by:

22The 10 lags are chosen by BIC.
23The country-level returns ri ,t−p are not available directly in the EPFR data. See Appendix A.2 for details

on how these country-level returns are constructed.
24Under this construction, “dedicated” funds or funds that invest only in a single country are dropped from

this instrument.
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Figure 6: Instrument refinement: Variation used to predict inflows into Argentina

(Fund Inflows) Mutual Funds (Capital Inflows) Countries

US rUS ↑

Argentina

Brazil rBra ↑

(Capital Inflows)(Fund Inflows)

Mutual Fund 1

(ca Inflows)Mutual Fund 2

InflowsMF1

testInflowsMF2

B̃ARG,t = ωARG←MF1,t0 AMF1,t

10∑
p=1

δ̂prUS,t−p︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡inflowsMF1\rARG,t

+ωARG←MF2,t0 AMF2,t

10∑
p=1

δ̂prBRA,t−p︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡inflowsMF2\rARG,t

B̃ARG,t = ωARG←MF1,t0 AMF1,t

10∑
p=1

δ̂prUS,t−p︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡inflowsMF1\rARG,t

+ωARG←MF2,t0 AMF2,t

10∑
p=1

δ̂prBRA,t−p︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡inflowsMF2\rARG,t

And in the same example to predict inflows into Brazil, the instrument would be con-

structed from only Mutual Fund 2 (as Mutual Fund 1 does not invest in Brazil) and would

now use the lagged return in Argentina as the shifter for inflows into Brazil:

B̃BRA,t = ωBRA←MF2,t0 AMF2,t

10∑
p=1

δ̂prARG,t−p︸ ︷︷ ︸
≡inflowsMF2\rBRA,t

The exclusion condition for this instrument is that lagged returns that mutual funds (with

positive holdings in country i) make in countries other than country i have no predictive power

for future returns or economic outcomes in i . For sufficiently diversified mutual funds this

is likely to hold, however for specialized mutual funds one still might be concerned about
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spatial correlation between country shocks: in the above example, lagged returns in Brazil

could be predicting future shocks in Argentina given that the two economies are likely to have

correlated business cycles. I address this concern in two ways: in a robustness exercise I use

a “regional-leave-out” shifter – only lagged returns from countries in a different region to i

(defined by the UN’s M49 area codes) are used, and again with a “continent-leave-out” shifter.

These exercises deliver qualitatively similar patterns and is shown in Figure 28 in Appendix

D.1. Moreover, given that the concern is that mutual funds investing in countries with strong

growth prospects will get more inflows from clients than mutual funds investing in countries

with weak prospects, in Section 4.1 I conduct several tests based on those suggested in

Borusyak et al. (2021) to show that these predicted inflows are not affected by some measure

of country news.

While the EPFR contains data on bond inflows, unfortunately the same instrument refine-

ment does not achieve a strong enough first stage. Therefore, in this paper I focus solely on

portfolio equity inflows.

2.5 Second Stage – Dynamic Responses to Capital Inflows

I use Jordá (2005b) local projections to estimate the dynamic response of a country-level

macroeconomic outcome Y (for example, GDP, consumption, investment) to a 1 percent of

GDP increase in portfolio equity inflows. Local projections have several advantages over tradi-

tional VAR-based approaches – namely, other than being linear, estimates are non-parametric

and the regressions can easily be integrated into more traditional two-stage-least-square se-

tups, which in this context makes it straightforward to apply the correct standard error cal-

culations required in shift-share contexts (Adão et al., 2019). Furthermore, in this paper I

will investigate the effects of many macroeconomic variables and split my sample into fixing

and floating countries; in a VAR context, this would require the estimation of a large number

of parameters, however in a local projections framework considerably fewer parameters are

needed. Finally, while not strictly infeasible it is not typical in many panel VAR applications

to include time fixed effects, whereas in this context where capital inflows react strongly to

global macro shocks (see for instance Rey, 2012), controlling for time fixed effects is crucial.

In a panel of quarterly data on many countries (each denoted by i) this implies the following

regressions:
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Yi ,t+h − Yi ,t−1
Zi ,t−1

= αhi + γ
h
c(i),t +

P∑
p=0

βhp
Equity Inflowsi ,t−p

GDPi ,t−p
+

P∑
l=1

ψl
∆Yi ,t−l
Zi ,t−p−1

+ θhSum of sharesi ,t + ϵei,t

(10)

where Y is the outcome variable of interest, αhi are country fixed effects in their respective

regressions, γhj(i),t are continent-time fixed effects (where c(i) denotes the continent of i)

and the controls include four lags of the outcome variable and of the relevant inflow variable.

The continent-time fixed effects are an important control because they remove any common

variation in push factors at the continent level. As mentioned above, world economic booms

lead to falls in global risk sentiment and rises in capital inflows (and outflows) around the

world. Time fixed effects control for this confounding mechanism, and continent-time fixed

effects further control for this mechanism operating at the continent level (where a boom in

Asia leads to higher investor confidence in investments in Asia and the redirection of inflows

towards Asia).25

One additional control is included as suggested by Borusyak et al. (2021) in contexts where

the shares over mutual funds in the shift-share instrument used do not sum to one for each

country.26 The reason for this control is that it captures implicitly the heterogeneous exposure

of countries to investors not in the sample. As these investors’ behavior is not observable, it

is prudent to identify {βh}Hh=1 with variation in predicted inflows to investors in the sample

and to hold constant each country’s overall exposure to all other investors.

As is typical for this type of regression, I include lags of the dependent and endogenous

variable to reduce autocorrelation in the residuals. I set p = 4 so that four lags are included

in the baseline specification.27

The dynamic response is estimated by running H regressions, each with a different lead of

the outcome variable Yt+h h ∈ {0, . . . , H}. The collection of coefficients {βh0}Hh=0 represent

the cumulative impulse response of outcome variable Y (as a percent of Z in period t − 1)
to a 1 percent of GDP increase in equity.

25The results are almost identical to including subregion-time fixed effects using the UN’s M49 subregion
classification.

26In Borusyak et al. (2021), this control is needed if the shares don’t sum to one for each cross-sectional
unit i – that is,

∑
k∈K\K(i) ωi←k,t ̸= 1. In this context, however, the shares ωi←k,t are portfolio shares and so

would sum to one for each mutual fund k . A further complication is that the shares often don’t sum to one for
each mutual fund because some funds are held in cash and not all countries each mutual fund invests in are in
my sample. For both reasons, controlling for the sum of shares is important for the identification assumption to
be valid.

27The results are unchanged from including anything from two to eight lags. See Figure 27 in Appendix D.
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In most cases, Z is set equal to the outcome variable in the period prior to the inflow

Zi ,t−1 = Yi ,t−1 to estimate a cumulative impulse response of Y in percent. However, for

components of GDP (consumption, investment, and so on) I set Zi ,t−1 = GDPi ,t−1 to reflect

(cumulative) changes in the shares of GDP of these variables. This normalization does not

affect the qualitative findings but provides a more convenient interpretation of the responses

of these variables.

These regressions are estimated with two-stage-least-squares with the instruments de-

scribed in the previous subsection.

3 Data

Macroeconomic data come from a variety of sources detailed in Table 3 in Appendix A.1.

Inflow data come from the IMF’s Balance of Payments (BoP) database – specifically from

“net incurrence of liabilities” in the financial account. Macroeconomic data come largely from

the data stream and is supplemented with data from the World Bank, the OECD and the

IMF’s International Financial Statistics (IFS) database. For each country and variable, the

data come from only one source (that is, there is no splicing), however the source for each

variable might differ by country depending on the quality of data of each source. I collect

further data on equity prices, returns and bond returns from the Global Financial Database

(GFD). I will show results split by exchange rate regime, using data from Ilzetzki et al. (2017),

where I use their coarse classification to determine which countries have fixed exchange rate

regimes in a given period. I then collapse all other countries into a group I denote “non-fixers,”

which include countries with “dirty” floats as well as pure floats.28

The data collected covers 67 countries in an unbalanced panel and allows for regressions

to be run from 1996 Q2 to 2019 Q1, although for reasons discussed in the next section it will

be appropriate to begin the regressions at later dates.29 The Balance of Payment Flows are

normalized by GDP and include categories of portfolio equity, portfolio debt, banking, foreign

direct investment and other. Running the empirical specifications with market capitalization

in the denominator produces similar results.

Figure 7 shows the the distributions of portfolio equity inflows both over time (left panel)

and by country (right panel). While the mean of inflows changes slightly over time, there can

be even larger changes in skewness – for instance, during 2008 negative skewness of the inflow

28The Ilzetzki et al. (2017) ends in 2016, and so I assume that exchange rate regimes remain unchanged
from their 2016 values over the remainder of the sample (to 2018 Q4). Figure 17 in Appendix A.1 shows the
classifications over time for all countries in the sample.

29For more details on which countries are in the sample, see Figure 16 and Table 2 in Appendix A.1.
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Figure 7: Equity inflows by date and country
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Notes: The panels show kernal densities of equity inflows as a percent of GDP over time (left) and country (right) for all countries
in my sample.

distribution widens considerably. The right panel shows considerable variation by countries

where advanced economies tend to have higher inflows on average as well as more variable

inflows.

The mutual fund-level data come from Emerging Portfolio Fund Research (EPFR). EPFR

contains monthly data on equity and bond fund flows and country allocations for approximately

24,000 equity funds (as of 2018).30 The data starts in 1996 Q2 for equity mutual funds.31

The mutual fund data consist of two databases. The first, “FFShareClass,” provides a detailed

30For reasons discussed in Appendix A.2, the sample of funds used for instrument construction contains
approximately 1600 equity funds. The reason for this is that the “CountryAllocations” EPFR database covers
a considerably smaller set of funds than the “FFShareClass” database. EPFR tends to estimate portfolios
for the missing funds using some imputation methods, which unfortunately risk invalidating the identification
assumptions required in this paper.

31EPFR includes mutual fund information for bond mutual funds as well as mixed and other types of mutual
funds. Unfortunately, there are too few mutual funds to construct sufficiently strong instruments for portfolio
debt inflows.
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account of fund flows and assets, including the specific type of equity or bond class that the

fund is investing in. For example, this can include attributes such as credit quality, currency

and sector of the fund’s investment. These monthly data include assets under management

at the beginning and end of the period as well as the change in asset valuation due to both

market movements and exchange rate movements. Inflows into each fund represents new

money entering the fund and is computed by the following formula:

inflowk,t = Ak,t+1 − Ak,t − (Forex Changek,t + Portfolio Changek,t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
USD Return

where Ak,t and Ak,t+1 are the beginning and end period of assets, and rk,t measures the market

return of the fund (in USD).32

As discussed, this includes only new money invested in the fund and does not capture

changes in asset valuation due to market returns. This corresponds to the concept of inflowsk,t
as defined in Equation 5. Fund flows are aggregated to the level of the fund, which can then

be matched to the second database, “CountryAllocations,” which contains fund-level country

portfolios. This dataset provides the fund’s self-reported percentage of total assets invested

in each country. For each fund, the base period portfolio share in country i is taken from this

database.

To construct all versions of the instrument discussed above I remove dedicated funds

(those that only invest in one country). I also filter out the country of domicile in computing

portfolio shares. For example, for a fund domiciled in the US, the US portfolio share is set to

0 even if the fund invests in the US. This is because capital inflows into the US should not

include investments made by US residents in the US. Furthermore, recent work by Coppola

et al. (2021) has shown that because of tax havens there is considerable mismeasurement in

international invesment positions and suggested that considerable adjustments are needed to

capture correct international investment positions. Fortunately, because the capital flow data

are not bilateral and are netted across financial transactions, a capital flow from the US to

China through the Cayman Islands will correctly be recorded as a gross outflow from the US,

a gross inflow to China and a gross inflow of 0 on net in the Cayman Islands.33 However, in

32Both the asset positions and overall mutual fund return are data provided by EPFR.
33One potential issue may arise, however, if a Chinese firm lists a security in the Cayman Islands and then

makes transfers from the Cayman affiliate firm to its head office. In this case, the flow from the US to the
Cayman Islands will be (correctly) recorded as an equity inflow, but the flow from the Cayman Islands to China
may be (incorrectly) recorded as a different type of inflow. The netting off would occur across all types of
flows but not in terms of equity inflows. While Coppola et al. (2021) have kindly provided the data to make
adjustments to bilateral international investment positions, there unfortunately isn’t data available on how to
make adjustments to capital flows nor is there data on bilateral flows that may be needed to correctly perform
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the context of mutual funds, there may be some issues where funds domiciled in the Cayman

Islands take funds from US clients, or funds in Ireland or Luxembourg take funds from all

across the Euro Area. Therefore, for funds in the Cayman Islands I set their US shares to 0,

and for funds in Ireland and Luxembourg I set their portfolio shares in all of the Euro Area to

0 as well. Further details on processing the instrument from the EPFR data can be found in

Appendix A.2.

Figure 8: EPFR coverage – Assets under management (left) and fund prevalence in sample
(right)
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(b) Fund length in the sample

Source: EPFR. Author’s own calculations

After merging the fund flows and country allocations database, the data are aggregated to

a quarterly frequency and merged with the Balance of Payments data. EPFR data have been

improving over time, and as such the number of funds covered tends to increase over time. The

impact of this is shown in Figure 8. The left panel shows the total assets under management

for the funds in the sample. In the second half of the sample, assets under management is

impressive – over $2 trillion USD – however, because the instrument construction requires

that funds report in the base period, there will be a trade-off between instrument strength

the adjustment.
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and sample length. This issue can be further seen in the right panel, which shows the sample

period on the vertical axis that each fund is in the sample for. Mutual funds are ordered so

that funds to the left enter the data early and funds to the right enter the data later.34 Then

within each entering cohort, funds are ordered by when they first leave. Of the first 200 funds

that enter the data at the beginning of the sample – 1996 Q2 – only about half report until

the end of the sample. This remains a problem until about 2004/2005, when several large

cohorts that report until the end of the sample period have entered the data.

Figure 9: Coverage of foreign equity claims by EPFR in 2005 Q1
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Notes: This graph shows the ratio of the total amount of assets in the EPFR allocated to each country in the sample as a share of
that country’s total equities owned by foreigners (in percent). The total international equity liability position was obtained from the
IMF’s Balance of Payments database.

Furthermore, by 2005 the EPFR coverage of some countries’ international equity liabilities

(Equity IIP) – equity claims held by foreigners – is impressive. Figure 9 shows the share of

Equity IIP that is covered by the matched mutual funds in the sample. For the median country,

EPFR covers 3-4 percent of Equity IIP, but this rises to above 30 percent for Colombia, Croatia

and Hungary. Furthermore, for the Czech Republic, Hong Kong, Poland, Brazil and Korea

the coverage is above 10 percent of total Equity IIP.

Finally, for the instrument to have relevance, it should be the case that mutual fund

portfolios are considerably heterogeneous by country. Figure 10 confirms this by showing the

34The right panel does not show funds that enter the sample after 2010 Q4. These comprise another 1000
funds in both EPFR databases.
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distribution of number of countries invested in by the equity funds in the EPFR data. The

median mutual fund invests in 16 countries, and the modal fund invests in 10 countries. Most

funds at the low end specialize in a particular region of the world (such as Latin America),

and the funds that invest in more countries tend to be global funds investing all around the

world. This supports the theory that as the pattern of inflows between funds shifts over time,

that distribution of capital flows between countries will shift considerably in response.

Figure 10: Number of countries invested in
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Notes: This figure shows the distribution of the number of countries funds in EPFR invest in. The vertical line show the median of

the distribution.

4 First Stage Results

A nice feature of this dataset relative to typical shift-share settings is that it is a long panel.

This allows an assessment of the instrument’s validity (and second stage estimates) over many

choices of base years. If the instrument is really capturing the variation in capital inflows, then

the F-statistic should be high regardless of the base period chosen. In particular, changing

the base period by a quarter should have little impact on the F-statistic. By contrast, if the

first stage F-statistic were high only for a small number of very different base period choices,

this would imply that overall the instrument is weak and the few F-statistics above 10 are a

statistical artifact. I therefore show all F-statistics across many years of base period choices.

The first stage in this setting is given by the following equation:
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Equity Inflowsi ,t = δi + κt + ψBi ,t + θ
′controlsi ,t + ξi ,t

where as before i indicates country, t is time and Bi ,t is the shift-share instrument introduced

in Section 2.2.

The second stage regressions include lags of the dependent variables as controls, and

as such imply different first stage regressions for each dependent variable.35 Therefore, for

robustness, I run separate first stage regressions for each specification used (one per left-

hand-side variable) for a variety of base periods for the shift-share instrument covering 1996

Q2 to 2010 Q4. The results for pooled regressions are shown in the left panel of Figure 11.

The x-axis shows the base period for the instrument construction and is also the beginning

of the sample for each corresponding first stage regression. Each grey line then represents a

single regression specification (one for computing the equity inflow impulse response, another

for real GDP impulse response and so on) and the thicker blue line shows the minimum F-

statistic across all these specifications. Thus, when the blue line is above 10, it means that

over all first stage specifications I run, the F-statistics are above 10. This is an extremely

conservative approach to ensuring that the instrument is strong.

Around 2004 Q1 all F-statistics remain robustly above 10 for the remainder of the period

(bar 6 months in early 2010) and as the scale is logarithmic, for some variables the F-statistic is

extremely strong. To maximize the sample used, I therefore opt to run the pooled regressions

starting in 2004 Q1. This corresponds to the time when there is a large influx of funds into

the EPFR data that remain in the data until the end of the sample (see Figure 8 panel (b)).

Broadly speaking, selecting alternative dates with F-statistics above 10 has little effect on

the impulse responses reported in Section 5. These are presented in Figures 26, 27 and 28 in

Appendix D.

Panel (b) of Figure 11 shows the F-statistics from all first stages when the sample is split

for each time period into countries with fixed exchange rate regimes and those with other

regimes (either “dirty” regimes or floating regimes). The light blue lines show F-statistics for

the sample of fixers and the red lines for the non-fixers. The thicker lines show the minimum

F-statistics for each group. For fixed exchange rate countries the F-statistics are above 10 for

almost all variables (the one exception is short-term interest rates), and for floating exchange

rate regimes all but two first stages are above 10 robustly after 2005.36 However, it is not until

35But note that changing the horizon of the impulse response involves taking only a lead of the dependent
variable without changing the right-hand-side set of variables. Thus there is a single first stage for each variable.

36The two variables for which the F-statistic is below 10 over this period are the short-term interest rate and
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Figure 11: F-statistics for pooled (left) and by exchange rate regime (right)
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Notes: Each panel shows the F-statistics over a variety of first stage regressions. Each Jorda local projection regression has
a different right-hand-side value for each variable, necessitating a different first stage regression. Furthermore, the shift-share
instrument can have a variety of different base periods. In the left panel, F-statistics for regressions covering all countries in the
sample are computed. For each left-hand-side variable I compute an impulse response for (real GDP, real consumption, and so on)
there is a grey line representing the F-statistics from the corresponding first stage regression for that variable as the instrument’s
base period is changed. Then the solid blue line in this panel shows the minimum F-statistic across all first stage regressions. When
this line is above 10, it means that the F-statistics from all specifications are above 10. In the right panel, the same information is
shown for two subsamples – in blue the subsample of countries that have fixed exchange rate regimes, and in red the subsample of
countries with non-fixed exchange rates. As in the left panel, the lighter thin lines each show a first stage regression of a particular
variable and the thicker line in each color shows the minimum F-statistic for that subsample respectively. Standard errors in the first
stage are calculated using the approach from Adão et al. (2019).

2008 Q2 that all variables are robustly above 10 and in the interests of being conservative,

this is the period I choose to present the baseline results.

4.1 Testing for Threats to Identification

The previous section has shown that the instrument is relevant for a variety of base years,

but it is also important that the exclusion condition holds. Recall that the exclusion condition

is that the rate of predicted inflows into mutual funds based on returns made in countries

other than i are not correlated with news about country i . This can be tested be constructing

measures of news about country i and seeing if there are differential inflows into funds with

high exposure to i relative to funds with low exposure.

Formally, the test is:37

CPI.
37See Borusyak et al. (2021) for details.
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N∑
i=1

≡ω̃i←k,t︷ ︸︸ ︷
ωi←k,t0Ak,t newsi ,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Exposure of k to news
from all countries

⊥⊥
̂inflowsk,t
Ak,t

∣∣∣∣∣ controlsk,t (11)

where ωi←k,t0 are the portfolio shares of mutual fund k in i in the base period t0 and

controlsk,t ≡
∑N
i=1 ω̃i←k,tcontrolsi ,t – controls to be used in these tests are the controls

in the original regressions converted to vary by mutual fund k instead of country i . The

exclusion condition is expressed in terms of inflow rates as it is more plausible that the rate of

inflows are as good as randomly assigned between large and small mutual funds than it is to

argue that the level of inflows are as good as random.38 Either is sufficient for identification

to be achieved, but when testing for threats to identification it is important to express the

exposure weights appropriately – in this case they are ωi←k,t0Ak,t .
39

I present two sets of tests. The first set considers several crisis events and compares the

distribution of inflow rates between funds that invest in the affected countries to those that

do not. Since crisis events are large and suggest large losses for affected mutual funds and

their clients, if a violation to exclusion were to occur it should be visible in these events. The

second test involves using two measures of future country performance – IMF forecasts and

future country returns – that vary more continuously. Other than the Asia Crisis, where the

number of EPFR funds is low, I find little evidence of systematic violations to the exclusion

condition.

4.1.1 Tests Using Crisis Events

For the first test I use three large crises to see if clients of mutual funds withdrew money

from funds exposed to the affected countries. I consider the set of countries affected during

the 1997 Asia Crisis,40 Argentina’s 2001 Peso Crisis and Greece during its debt crisis at the

end of 2009. In all cases, these events had sudden stops where investors pulled money out of

the respective countries, which would suggest that these events are plausible candidates for

38To deal with outlier inflow rates, inflow rates are calculated assuming that inflow rates occur at a constant
rate throughout the quarter. See technical Appendix A.2 for details.

39Note that this identification assumption is similar in spirit to the granular instrumental variables approach
in Gabaix and Koijen (2020) with a different method to calculate the idiosyncratic shocks. Instead of estimating
inflows idiosyncratic to each mutual fund (which requires that all common shocks be measured and controlled
for), I predict inflows from each fund’s lagged returns from other countries.

40These countries are Thailand, Malaysia, Philippines, South Korea, Hong Kong and Indonesia. Figures 23
and 24 in Appendix C.3 show the results for each country individually.
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assessing if clients are reacting to the exposure of their mutual funds to country shocks.

Figure 12: Inflow rate distributions for equity funds during three crises
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Notes: Each graph shows the distribution of funds invested in the labelled country during either the Asia Crisis (1997 Q1), the
Argentinian Peso crisis (2001 Q4) or the Greek Debt crisis. The panels with grey backgrounds show the inflow rate distributions of
mutual fund investments and not investing in the country primarily affected by the crisis. The panels with white backgrounds are
placebos: they show the same two mutual fund inflow distributions for funds invested in a country that was not (directly) affected
by the particular crisis in question. The vertical lines show the respective means of each distribution with 95 percent confidence
bands.

The results are shown in Figure 12. Each panel shows the inflow rate distributions in

percent for mutual funds that invest positively in the country being considered (in blue) and

for funds that are unexposed (in pink).41 Consider the top left panel, which focuses on the

Asia Crisis. The inflow rate distributions for both exposed and unexposed funds are very wide:

inflows vary a lot across individual mutual funds. They can be as low as -50 percent in this

period and as high as 100 percent (a doubling of size). Next, based on this panel, it appears
41Formally, to test Equation 11, the exposure measure should be continuous rather than zero versus non-zero.

The results are presented this way because the majority of funds have 0 exposure to any of these six countries
during this period, and portfolio shares tend to be low (the same is true for Argentina and Greece during their
crises). As such, the starkest comparison is between no exposure and some exposure. Bin-scatter plots showing
tests more in line with Equation 11 are available upon request.
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that the funds invested in the six affected Asian countries are more likely to receive negative

inflow rates during this period but are also more likely to receive very positive inflow rates.

The net effect is that the mean of this distribution – while lower – is not significantly different

from the mean inflow rate of funds with no direct exposure to countries affected by the Asia

Crisis. Given the extreme nature of this event, this striking result appears to occur for two

reasons: first, the variance of the inflow distribution is wide, and second, the share of each

fund invested in each country (or the set of six countries affected by the Asia Crisis) tends to

be low. Conditional on investing a positive amount in a country, the share invested is typically

less than 10 percent. As such, clients might not have sufficient incentive to go through the

trouble of liquidating their investments in the affected mutual funds.

The top-center and top-right panels show a placebo test for this crisis. These panels repeat

the exercise during the Asia crisis but compares mutual funds that do and do not invest in

Argentina (top-center panel) and Greece (top-right panel). Both countries are geographically

far away from the affected countries and are not typically considered to be connected (at

least at the genesis of the crisis). In both cases, the inflow distributions also vary considerably

for funds invested in these countries from those that are not. This suggests that the visual

differences in inflows for funds exposed to and not exposed to countries affected by the Asia

Crisis are simply statistical artifacts of the very volatile inflow rate distribution.

The next row repeats the exercise for the Argentinian Peso Crisis for the same three sets

of countries (now the Asia Crisis countries – middle left panel – and Greece – middle right

panel – are placebos), and the bottom row repeats the same exercise for the Greek debt

crisis. In all cases the means of the two distributions shown are not statistically different

and the inflow rate distributions are visually distinct in similar ways for both the affected and

placebo countries. In this figure the distributions are only shown for the exact period the crisis

occurs. However, the exclusion condition applies both to inflow rates before and after the

crisis event.42 Figure 22 in Appendix C.3 shows these distributions for the affected countries

up to a year before and after the crisis date. The results are similar.

4.1.2 Tests Using Regular Measures of Future Country Performance

This second test is based on that proposed in Borusyak et al. (2021). The logic of the test is

to test the linear regression equivalent of Equation 11 with some measure of news φi ,t,t+h.43

First the news is converted to vary across mutual funds and time by scaling by the base

42Crises tend to have prolonged implications for future GDP growth in periods well after they begin. As such,
similar inflow distributions even after the crisis event might still be required for identification.

43Appendix C.1 contains more details on the approach.
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period share term:

φ̃k,t,t+h =
∑
i∈I

ω←k,t0φi ,t,t+h

The new term φ̃k,t,t+h is a measure of each mutual fund’s exposure to countries with a

high φi ,t,t+h. The test is captured in the following regression:

inflowsk,t
Ak,t

= α+ δφ̃k,t,t+h + controlsk,t + νk,t+h (12)

where the controls are converted to vary the same way across mutual funds as φi ,t,t+h.

Figure 13: Test of inflow rate response of equity funds to exposure to IMF GDP forecasts
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Notes: Each panel shows regressions from Equation 12 for a variety of base period choices when constructing the instrument. Each
dot is a point estimate. Confidence intervals are 95 percent intervals. Standard errors are clustered by mutual fund and time. A
coefficient of x should be interpreted as a fund exposed to countries with 1 percent higher GDP forecasts than another should have
a higher inflow rate of x percent.

Two measures of φ are used: the first is historical IMF forecasts from the World Economic

Outlook (WEO) report. These forecasts are made twice a year and cover every country in the

sample, which allows for the tests to be run across many mutual funds investing all around
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the world.

The results are shown in Figure 13. Each panel in Figure 13 presents a different forecast

horizon. The top-left panel shows the relationship between contemporaneous GDP forecasts

from the IMF and fund inflow rates, the top-center panel uses one-year-ahead forecasts and so

on. As with the first stage graphs, every panel presents output from many regressions, each

using a different base period, to convince the reader that the choice base period is irrelevant

for the results of this test. Each dot is a point estimate corresponding to a particular base

period, and the 95 percent confidence interval is given by the vertical lines. In all cases, the

results are insignificant. Furthermore, the point estimates are very small and negative – if

the countries one fund invests in are expected to grow by 1 pp more than the countries of

another mutual fund, the first fund should expect outflows of 0.05 percent. Relative to the

overall variation in the sample, a coefficient of 0.05 percent is minuscule. Put together, this

suggests that inflows into bond funds are not strongly affected by news, as captured by the

IMF forecasts.

Put together, neither of these types of tests are unable to detect movements in inflows that

imply violations to exclusion. This suggests that the instrument as formulated is appropriate

for estimating impulse responses to capital inflows.

5 Second Stage Results

Figure 14 shows the cumulative impulse response results estimated from the full country

sample using Equation 10 up to H = 20 quarters ahead. All regressions are instrumented

with the leave-out instrument described in Section 2.4. Standard errors are calculated as in

Adão et al. (2019),who suggest how to construct conservative standard errors for shift-share

designs. These standard errors are robust to arbitrary country/time error structures and even

generalize Anderson and Rubin (1949) standard errors for weak instruments.

The top-left panel (1) shows the cumulative dynamic response of gross equity inflows to

an exogenous 1 percent of GDP increase in gross equity inflows occurring at quarter 0 (i.e.,

it is plotting the set {β̂h}Hh=0 from Equation 10). While the coefficient must be 1 on impact,

the dynamics of this impulse response come from the data and estimation procedure. These

show that gross equity inflows are persistent – they remain elevated for around 18 months

after the initial shock.

Panel (2) shows the dynamic response of net equity inflows (foreign equity inflows -

domestic equity outflows), and the resulting dynamics are very similar to gross equity inflows.

In very liquid financial markets one might expect that a sudden increase in demand for one
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Figure 14: Cumulative impulse responses to a 1 percent of GDP increase in equity inflows
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Notes: This figure shows the second stage results to a 1 percent of GDP increase in equity inflows. The base period of the
instrument is 2004 Q1. The dashed lines represent 95 percent confidence bands calculated using the method of Adão et al. (2019).

country’s equities would lead to domestic investors capitalizing on the increased demand for

domestic equities by reallocating their portfolios towards foreign equities, yet this is not what

appears to be happening.

Next, Panels (3) and (4) show the dynamic response of gross and net portfolio debt inflows

respectively. They show that exogenous gross portfolio inflows appear to also lead to gross

portfolio debt inflows, yet little or even negative responses of net debt inflows. This suggests

that perhaps domestic investors are using the funds from selling equities to foreigners to

purchase bonds and other assets abroad rather than equities. This is confirmed in panels (5)

and (6), which show the responses of gross and net inflows of all types respectively. Here it is

clear that when foreigners purchase equities, domestic investors appear to re-invest the funds

abroad in some form or another, leading to 0 or negative net inflows overall.

Finally, panels (7) and (8) show the responses of equity returns and equity prices re-

spectively. Equity prices rise modestly and remain insignificantly different from 0 after two
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quarters and cumulative equity returns fall modestly. This serves as an additional sanity check

on whether the equity inflows are likely to be exogenous – endogenous inflows that chase

returns should raise equity prices and predict positive future returns. The fact that returns

are negative is consistent with these inflows occurring for reasons other than a change in

country fundamentals.

Next, Figure 15 shows the responses of real activity variables, nominal exchange rates,

CPI and short-term interest rates separately for countries with fixed exchange rate regimes

(blue) and non-fixed regimes (red).44 Panel (1) repeats the impulse response of gross equity

inflows separately for both fixers and non-fixers. While there are differences in the precision

of the estimates, the dynamic responses are somewhat similar for equity inflows. However,

the responses of all other variables are strikingly different.

First, theory is the sharpest in focusing on the difference in reactions between fixing

and floating exchange rate regimes. Capital inflows should create pressure for the exchange

rate to appreciate, and theory suggests that whatever the overall macroeconomic impact of

capital inflows, fixed exchange rate countries need to run looser monetary policy than floating

exchange rate countries to keep the exchange rate stable. All else equal, this should lead fixed

exchange rate countries to have higher GDP, consumption, investment and inflation than non-

fixing countries. Moreover, without an exchange rate appreciation, exports for fixing countries

should be higher than non-fixers and imports should be lower.

All these predictions are reflected in Figure 15 – fixing economies end up with rises in

real GDP, consumption and investment, whereas floating economies face modest falls in all

three variables. Exports are higher for fixing economies and imports are lower and inflation

is higher too. Most importantly, the response of short-term interest rates suggest that the

average fixing country’s monetary policy stance is looser than the average non-fixing country.

This is consistent with macroeconomic theory that inflation targeting countries prefer to allow

their exchange rates to appreciate in response to exogenous rises in demand for their currency

(whether induced by equity inflows or other shocks). This leads floating countries to make

smaller monetary policy adjustments in response to these shocks than fixing countries that

must maintain the exchange rate at the pre-shock level .

However, canonical macro models solely focus on the exchange rate-to-net exports channel

when linking capital inflows to macro outcomes, and this channel alone suggests that fixing

44Data from Ilzetzki et al. (2017) is used to classify countries as fixers or non-fixers using their coarse clas-
sification where a coarse classification of 1 denotes fixers and classifications of 2-6 denote non-fixers. Equation
10 is run for H = 20 on two separate samples of fixing countries and non-fixing countries (where countries can
switch samples upon changing their regime – See Figure 17 in Appendix A.1). The instrument is the same as
described in Section 2.4.
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Figure 15: Fixed versus floating exchange rate regimes
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Notes: This figure shows the second stage results to a 1 percent of GDP increase in debt inflows. The base period chosen is 2007
Q4. The dashed lines represent 95 percent confidence bands calculated using the method of Adão et al. (2019).

countries need to cut monetary policy to maintain their exchange rate peg. By contrast, panel

(7) shows that short-term interest rates rise even for countries with fixed exchange rates,

suggesting that capital inflows are raising demand in some manner. Further corroborating

evidence is that despite higher short-term rates in reaction to this shock, CPI rises for countries

with fixed exchange rates. Finally, if the exchange rate were to remain fixed one would

expect very small reactions in exports to a capital inflows shock, yet for fixed exchange rate

countries export volumes increase considerably, suggesting that equity inflows might somehow

be facilitating firms to export more. Given the large rise in investment as well, it is possible

that equity inflows might relax borrowing constraints for some firms, allowing them to expand

production.45

This suggests that the exchange rate-to-net exports channel, while useful for comparing

45Kalemli-Ozcan et al. (2021), for instance, finds that firm borrowing increases when exchange rates appre-
ciate.
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outcomes across different monetary policy regimes, nonetheless is not the only mechanism

at play when capital inflows enter a country. Indeed, despite monetary policy in non-fixing

economies tightening sharply in response to exogenous equity inflows, real GDP is almost

completely stabilized slightly below pre-shock levels. There is some evidence of an overreac-

tion of monetary policy in terms of generating initial temporary falls in CPI, however macro

outcomes for non-fixers appear considerably more stable than for fixing countries, suggesting

that monetary policy flexibility is a useful tool to use in response to inflow shocks.

5.1 Robustness

In the interests of brevity I will give a summary of the robustness checks detailed in Appendix

D. First, Figure 26 shows that the baseline results are robust to picking any other base period

other than 2008 Q3 for the main results shown in Figure 15. Second, Figure 27 shows that

the results are robust to the choice of lags in the local projections.

Further, the responses of variables to equity inflows are robust to further instrument

refinements. Extending the leave-out definition to leave out all fund returns in the subregion

of a country and even the whole continent of a country gives similar point estimates for

activity variables. For these refinements the identification assumptions are very plausible:

lagged returns in countries far away from country i are not correlated with future economic

events in i conditional on country and time fixed effects and lags of outcome variables.

However, the reader should note that in both cases the first stage is not robustly above 10

across all base periods, and therefore the second stage standard errors are large. Nonetheless,

the point estimates remain similar to the baseline estimates discussed in Figure 15. Figure 28

shows these results.

6 Conclusion

This paper estimates the causal effects of capital inflows into equity on business cycle variables.

The results suggest that capital inflows can have large and expansionary effects on GDP if

not offset by monetary policy. For countries with fixed exchange rates the rise in GDP could

be as high as 0.7 percent after 18 months, driven largely by investment and exports. For

non-fixing countries, the expansionary pressure appears to be neutralized by monetary policy

yielding rates approximately 50 basis points higher than if no inflow occurred.

To the extent that equity inflows being expansionary implies other types of inflows are

as well, this reinforces the view that “risk-off” episodes are contractionary globally – the loss
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of financial flows likely dominates any expenditure-switching channels from exchange rate

depreciations. This raises questions as to the optimality of these inflows – do we want

macroeconomic booms following equity inflow events, or are these best avoided? Further-

more, it suggests an asymmetry in monetary policy impacts similar to those discussed in Rey

(2012) and Gourinchas (2018) – changes in the center country’s monetary policy, by slowing

capital flows to other countries, is likely contractionary everywhere (despite the center coun-

try’s currency appreciating). By comparing outcomes between fixing and non-fixing countries,

my results suggest that domestic monetary policy still works as conventionally understood.

Putting these two together then implies non-center countries may respond by loosening mon-

etary policy in reaction to a monetary tightening of the center country.

Finally there is the issue of capital flow measures. Given investors may be fickle, does the

fact that equity inflows are expansionary warrant the introduction of capital flow measures to

stem the macro effects of risk-on/risk-off dynamics? Or are these measures more likely to

cause harm than good?
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Appendices

A Data

A.1 Details on Macro Data

Figure 16 and Table 2 show the countries included in the sample. There are 71 countries

made up of 31 advanced and 40 emerging economies. Most of the world is covered fairly well

except for Africa.

Figure 16: Countries in the sample

This graph shows in blue the set of countries in the sample. This is based on whether a country is included in the regressions of
real GDP on equity inflows for at least one base period of the instrument.

In the baseline estimates the United States is included, and this may appear problematic

given the US is atypical because it is often the source of capital inflows to other countries and

the destination when inflows into other countries dry up. The inclusion or otherwise of the

US has little effect on my estimates, and so I default to include them. The reason the US has

little effect on my estimates is because each country is given equal weight in the regression

analysis (and all variables analyzed are scaled to be size independent). As such, the US’s

inclusion or exclusion effectively removes 1 of the 70 countries in the sample and should not

be expected to have a large impact on the estimates.

Table 3 shows the sources for the data used in the paper. Where two sources exist for

a series, the longer series is chosen and there is no splicing. For the exchange rate regime
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Table 2: Countries in sample

Advanced Economies

Australia Estonia Israel New Zealand Switzerland
Austria Finland Italy Norway United Kingdom
Belgium France Japan Portugal United States
Canada Germany Korea Slovak Republic
Cyprus Greece Latvia Slovenia
Czech Republic Hong Kong Lithuania Spain
Denmark Ireland Netherlands Sweden

Middle-Income Countries

Argentina Ecuador Lebanon Philippines Thailand
Bolivia Egypt Malaysia Poland Turkey
Brazil Georgia Mauritius Qatar Ukraine
Bulgaria Hungary Mexico Romania Uruguay
Chile India Mongolia Russia Venezuela
China Indonesia Namibia Serbia
Colombia Jordan Pakistan South Africa
Croatia Kazakhstan Peru Sri Lanka

Low-Income Developing Countries

Bangladesh Vietnam Zambia

classification the data ends in 2016, whereas the sample used here continues on to 2018 Q4.

To fill in the missing data, I assume that exchange rate regimes are unchanged from the

last value in the data. I collapse the coarse classification of Ilzetzki et al. (2017) into two

categories: fixers (coarse classification of 1) and non-fixers (coarse classification larger than

1). Figure 17 shows the classifications by country and time.

A.2 Details on EPFR Data

In this section I describe some more details of the EPFR data used to construct the mutual

fund-based instrument. Essentially, there are three potential issues in the data. The first

issue speaks to whether the EPFR data matches the Balance of Payments flows, given it

deals exclusively with mutual fund flows. Studies using EPFR data (Miao and Pant (2012);

Fratzscher et al. (2017); Ananchotikul and Zhang (2014)) show that there is a fairly strong

correlation between aggregate EPFR and BOP flows (in particular see Figure 4 of Miao and
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Figure 17: Exchange rate regimes by country and time
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Notes: Data obtained from Ilzetzki et al. (2017). These data end in 2016, so for all subsequent dates, I assume that the exchange
rate regime for each country remains as it was at the end of the recorded sample.
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Table 3: Data sources

Variable Source:

Equity Inflows/Outflows
IMF BoP DatabaseDebt Inflows/Outflows

All Inflows/Outflows
Broad Nominal Exchange Rates BIS
Equity Returns

Global Financial DatabaseEquity Prices
3-Month Interest Rates
Real GDP

Datastream/IMF’s IFS Statistics
Real Consumption
Real Investment
Real Exports
Real Imports
CPI IMF IFS Statistics
Exchange Rate Regimes Ilzetzki et al. (2017)

Pant, 2012).

Another concern in the data is the size of the country allocations database. Only approx-

imately 10 percent of funds in the FF-ShareClass database are represented in the country

allocations database. Some of the missing funds are dedicated funds – they invest in only one

country – but a large number of global and global emerging market (GEM) funds (approxi-

mately 80 percent) do not report their portfolios. For the approach used in this paper having

accurate portfolio data is essential, and as such the sample of funds I can use is considerably

smaller than some other papers using EPFR data.46 For what follows I will ignore the funds

that do not have data on country allocations.

46When EPFR compute aggregate country flows, they match funds with no entry in the country allocations
database to a portfolio based on funds in the country allocations database with the same geographic focus
(geo-focus). For example, suppose there is an unmatched fund with Latin America as the geographic focus.
They take the average country allocations of all funds with that geo-focus to assign the allocation for the fund
with missing country allocations data.
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Figure 18: Scaling capital flows with Argentina and Brazil
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Source: IMF BOP database and EPFR. Both flows are relative to GDP.

The final issue with the data is an issue of asymmetric coverage: flows from the EPFR

data cover more of some country’s flows than others (Figure 9 in the main paper shows this

in terms of asset positions relative to total foreign equity investment in a country, and the

same issue holds for inflows). For example, let us take two countries, Argentina and Brazil.

Figure 18 shows the time series variation in the EPFR fund flows relative to GDP (in red,

right scale) and the Balance of Payments inflows (in blue, left scale). While there is very

similar cyclical behavior of the EPFR and total equity inflows into both countries, there is

approximately a 10:1 ratio of total to EPFR flows for Argentina, but a 25:1 ratio for Brazil.

Estimating a first stage without accounting for this variation in coverage by country will

lead to misleading standard errors. In the cases of Argentina and Brazil, running a first stage

for Argentina only would suggest a coefficient near 10, but Brazil would require a coefficient

closer to 25. Pooling both countries into one sample (which I do with 70 countries) would

produce a coefficient somewhere between 10 and 25; this would underfit the variation for

Brazil and overfit it for Argentina. These deviations would be reflected in the standard errors

of the coefficients and would produce, in my view, misleading F-statistics.

To account for the scale of magnitude difference in the flows, I re-scale the instrument so

that the standard deviation of overall inflows and the instrument are equal country by country.
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A.3 Computing Predicted Inflows

In this subsection I provide some more details about how the predicted inflows term inflowsk\ri ,t
is calculated. First, while in the EPFR data we observe the overall return (both portfolio and

currency) in dollars, there is not data available on how much each mutual fund earned in one

country versus another. However, it is possible to estimate the average return earned by each

fund in each country by regressing the overall return on the portfolio shares of each fund in

each country:

rk,t = αk +

T∑
τ=1

N∑
i=1

ωi←k,τ × 1t=τ ri ,τ︸︷︷︸
coefficients

+ek,t

The coefficients r̂i ,τ then represent the average interest rate earned in country i at time τ by

mutual funds in the sample.

Once we have estimates of the country-level returns, I then run the regression in Equation

7 (repeated here for convenience):

inflowsk,t
Ak,t

= γt +

10∑
p=1

δprk,t−p + ek,t

where the number of lags (10) was chosen by the Bayesian Information Criterion.

One further complication is that the mutual funds in the EPFR data can often receive

very large inflows that, depending on the timing of when they are received during the month,

can make dividing by the beginning-of-month asset position an inaccurate method to measure

returns. To demonstrate with a concrete example, let’s consider a mutual fund with $100 of

assets under management at the beginning of the month. The very same day, imagine that it

receives another $100 of inflows so that for most of the month its assets under management

is $200. Then imagine it makes a 5 percent return on investment at the end of the month,

earning $10. Using the beginning-of-month assets under management of $100 would lead

this return to be overstated as 10 percent instead of 5 percent, making the return distribution

across mutual funds unrealistically wide.

To correct for this, I assume that inflows and returns accrue at a constant rate during the

month. While this may not be accurate for many individual instances, it serves to smooth out

the more volatile values of flow rates or returns that would be obtained if one divided by the

beginning-of-period assets.

The approach taken assumes that:
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dAk,t = (1 + r̄k + f̄k)Ak,t

where Ak,t are assets under management at time t for mutual fund k , r̄k is the instantaneous

return that that mutual fund earns (assumed constant within a quarter) and f̄k is the instan-

taneous inflow rate of mutual fund k (also assumed constant within a quarter). Solving this

first order ODE yeilds:

Ak,t+1 − Ak,t
Ak,t

= e1+r̄+f̄ (13)

We also observe in the data

F lowk,t = f̄k

∫ 1
0

Ak,t+sds = f̄kAk,te
1+r̄k+f̄k (14)

Returnk,t = r̄k

∫ 1
0

Ak,t+sds = r̄kAk,te
1+r̄k+f̄k (15)

Putting Equations 13, 14 and 15 together gives the following expressions for the geometric

average flow and return rates:

f̄k =
Flowk,t

Ak,t+1 − Ak,t

r̄k =
Returnk,t

Ak,t+1 − Ak,t

Calculating the flow and return rates this way reduces to a large extent the outliers in

both. With these, I then run the regressions in Equation 7 and then use Equations 8 and 9

to construct predicted inflows.

The fit of these predicted inflows is shown in Figure 19, which plots a bin-scatter with

the actual inflow rate on the horizontal against the predicted inflow rate on the vertical. For

positive inflow rates the fit is excellent, and there is some evidence that the fit is less good

for negative inflow rates. However, the bulk of actual inflows are positive, which leads a line

of best fit to put almost all weight on the data where inflow rates are positive. The slope of

the line of best fit is about 0.7, which connotes an excellent fit of the predicted inflows to

actual inflows.
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Figure 19: Bin-scatter of the fit between actual and predicted inflows
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Notes: This figure shows a bin-scatter with 30 evenly spaced bins of the fund inflow rate on the horizontal axis against the predicted
inflow rate on the vertical axis. A linear line of best fit is shown in blue.
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B More Details on Shift-Share Identification

B.1 Mathematical Treatment of Identification

The purpose of this section is to contextualize the identification requirements discussed in

this paper with recent work in the literature on shift-share instruments. To do so I will use

the framework introduced in Kolesar et al. (2011).

Consider the following system of second stage and first stage equations (omitting controls

and fixed effects for simplicity):

Yi ,t+h − Yi ,t−1
Yi ,t−1

= βh
inflowsi ,t
Yi ,t

+ ϵi ,t+h Second Stage

inflowsi ,t
Yi ,t

= a + b
∑

k∈K\K(i)

ωi←k,t0 inflowsk,t
Yi ,t︸ ︷︷ ︸

Instrument

+

S∑
s=0

γsEt(Yi ,t+s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Endogeneity

+ei ,t First Stage

For convenience, let me start by re-writing the first stage to have the following split

between the shares and the shifters:

inflowsi ,t
Yi ,t

= a + bω′i ,t0,tFundFlowst +
S∑
s=0

γsEtYi ,t+s + ei ,t

where ωi ,t0,t =
{
ωi←k,t0Ak,t
Yi ,t

}
k∈K\K(i)

, FundFlowst =
{

inflowsk,t
Ak,t

}
k∈K\K(i)

and {γs}Ss=0 determines

how inflows respond to news about future Y .

Note that the shifter has now been written as the inflow rate from clients (or the amount

of inflows relative to the assets managed by the fund). As discussed, it is more plausible that

the inflow rate is randomly assigned to mutual funds conditional on shares rather than the

level of inflows.

Without loss of generality, the second stage error term can be decomposed into the

following terms:

ϵi ,t+h = ω
′
i ,t0,t
Γht + ϑi ,t+h (16)

where Γht is an arbitrary K\K(i)× 1 vector.

In this formulation, the error term contains a structure that correlates with the portfo-
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lio shares of mutual funds. In general, this decomposition of the second stage error term

is without loss of generality,47 and in this context can be assigned an ex-ante or ex-post

interpretation.

Under the ex-ante interpretation, a high Γhk,t would reflect information advantages of a

particular mutual fund. If one mutual fund k is associated with a large Γk,t , then it might have

a great deal of information about which countries will have the largest shocks. If it wants to be

exposed to these shocks (which would correspond to Γhk,t >> 0), then it would likely choose

a portfolio {ωi←k,t0}i∈I that will correlate positively with the countries with the best shocks.

Another way to conceptualize a non-zero Γhk,t might be a measure of ex-post connection to

the error term. In this conceptualization, mutual funds pick different portfolios, and some

get lucky and have a positive loading on future shocks. Γhk,t then measures how the portfolio

of mutual fund k correlated with later error terms. Whether an information advantage exists

or not, one can ask what conditions must be imposed on Γht to achieve identification in this

system.

In Goldsmith-Pinkham et al. (2020), they essentially argue that the most sensible iden-

tification assumption in many contexts is that the shares in the shift-share instruments be

themselves exogenous (i.e., Γht = 0 ∀t, h). In the context here, this identification assump-

tion would be too strict to be plausible as actively managed mutual funds have considerable

incentive to obtain useful information about which countries to invest in.

One might hope that the results on efficient markets hypothesis (EMH) would suggest

that this condition is plausible, however the EMH best put states that even if Γk,t > 0, then

Et [Γk,t+s ] = 0 ∀s. In other words, the same mutual fund cannot systematically beat the

market, but in one particular quarter it may receive some information that allows it to beat

the market. Unfortunately, this particular identification condition requires Γk,t+s = 0.

Borusyak et al. (2021) and Adão et al. (2019) argue that a weaker identification assump-

tion is possible to still achieve identification: that Γht ⊥⊥ FundFlowst ∀h. In this context, the

requirement is that the distribution of information across mutual funds (or ex-post exposure

of mutual funds to shocks) is uncorrelated with the distribution of inflows into mutual funds.

This is the identification condition I rely on in this paper. The insight for this identification as-

sumption to work is that while Cov(ωi←k,t0Γ
h
k,t , ωi←k,t0

inflowk,t
Ak,t
|k) ̸= 0 for each individual mutual

fund (since both terms contain the same vector of country shares), the exclusion condition is

imposed at the aggregated level: Cov(
∑
k∈K\K(i) ωi←k,t0,tΓ

h
k,t ,
∑
k∈K\K(i) ωi←k,t0,t

inflowk,t
Ak,t
)) = 0.

The (weighted) sums can have 0 correlation even while each component is mechanically corre-

lated provided there is no correlation between the two weights used – hence the independence

47Γ can be set to any value, including the zero vector.
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assumption between fund inflows and the exposure term (Γk,t) – and that K is large.48

In the notation of Borusyak et al. (2021), the exclusion condition is that:

E

[
inflowsk,t
Ak,t

∣∣∣∣Ei (ωi←k,t0,tϵi ,t+h)Ei (ωi←k,t0,t)

]
= µht ∀k, t, h ∈ {0, . . . , H} (17)

where µht is a time-specific (and horizon h-specific) constant.

This condition states that within each time period the shifters (in my context, fund inflows)

need to be randomly assigned across funds conditional on each fund’s exposure to future

country shocks ϵi ,t+h. This is captured by the term
Ei(ωi←k,t0ϵi ,t+h)

Ei (ωi )
, which maps each country

shock to each mutual fund k based on k ’s portfolio share invested in i in the base period.

Recall that the shifter as defined here is the inflow rate into each mutual fund. The reason

this is a rate is that the shifter needs to be randomly assigned across funds within each time

period t. Given that some funds are much larger than others for the entirety of the sample,

using the dollar amount of inflows as the shifter would render the identification assumption

implausible. However, by defining the shifter as being relative to the size of the fund, it is

much more plausible that the shifter in this situation is randomly assigned.

Furthermore, refining the instrument to use lagged leave-out returns as predictions of the

flow rate involves the simple replacement of the inflow rate with the fitted values from the

regression in Equation 7. In this case, the random assignment condition can be stated as:

Each mutual fund’s exposure to lagged returns outside of i is randomly assigned with respect

to future country i shocks.

B.1.1 Why Control for the Sum of Shares?

In Section 2.5 I mentioned that the Borusyak et al. (2021) identification requires controlling

for the sum of shares in the IV regression using the shift-share instrument. The reason for

this is that in this scenario not all investors in each country (indeed not even all mutual funds)

are captured by my data. However, having missing funds is equivalent to including them with

a shifter of 0. Given that the random assignment allows that the mean of the shifters be

µht ̸= 0, with missing data it requires that the shifters (conditional on shock exposure) be

mean 0. Given that the unconditional mean of the flow rate is not 0 this is clearly violated.

Either de-meaning the shifter or controlling for the sum of the shares corrects this issue.

Fortunately, whether the sum of shares is included or not matters little for my findings,

48There are additional regularity conditions required, mainly to ensure that each mutual fund remains small
as K →∞.
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and given the technical arguments for it the results shown in Section 5 and the subsequent

robustness checks include it.

B.1.2 Standard Errors under This Shift-Share Identification

While the identification assumption FundFlows ⊥⊥ Γ is appropriate to recover the correct

slope coefficient, the notion that the shares in the instrument could have non-zero weight

in the second stage error term has implications for the appropriate standard errors. How to

address this is discussed by Adão et al. (2019).

The intuition is that if two regions share common shocks, then one would want to cluster

the standard errors with these two regions in one cluster. This is the logic behind choosing

geographic clusters or country clusters in panel data – correlations between data within a

cluster are unrestricted, and the resulting standard errors are robust to any such correlations.

In the context discussed in Adão et al. (2019), Boston and California both have large infor-

mation technology (IT) sectors, which means that any shock that affects IT is likely to affect

both regions at the same time. This is a problem for inference even if it is not an issue for

identification.

In this context, the key dimension connecting countries is mutual funds. Mutual funds are

small and are unlikely to affect the distribution of country shocks in ways such as IT would

for California or Boston. However, there still might be an issue if some mutual funds are able

to predict country shocks in some way and tilt their portfolio shares towards countries with

“good” shocks. In such a case there could be a connection between the vector of country

shocks and some mutual fund’s portfolio shares.49 While I do not expect this to have material

impacts on the standard errors, the correction suggested in Adão et al. (2019) is robust to

country-clustering when country fixed effects are included (which I do) and generalizes even

Anderson-Rubin standard errors if the instrument is weak. As such, it is more conservative to

produce confidence intervals with their standard errors.

I implement their (time-clustered) standard error with one slight difference: the correct

standard error is calculated as follows:

ŝe(β) =

√∑T
t=1

∑
(k,k ′)∈K\K(i) χ̂k,tR̂k,tR̂k ′,tχ̂k ′,t∑N

i=1 Ẋ
2

49Note that if this occurs, it is not a threat to identification unless clients systematically invest in the mutual
funds best able to do this.
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where Ẋ are residualized equity inflows, R̂k,t =
∑N
i=1 ωi←k,t0 ϵ̂i ,t where ϵ̂i ,t are the regression

residuals and χ̂k,t should be obtained by regressing Ẋ on the shares ωi←k,t0. However, in my

context I have fewer countries (N = 67) than mutual funds (N ∈ [300, 1617]), which makes

such a regression infeasible. Fortunately, because χ̂k,t ∈ [0, F undF lowsk,t ] and positively

affects the standard error, I can simply use the raw shifters χ̂k,t = FundF lowsk,t to create

conservative versions of Adão et al. (2019) standard errors.

B.2 Testing Predictions Consistent with Exclusion Holding

Borusyak et al. (2021) propose a tractable test to see if the distribution of fund exposures

to country shocks (the vector Γht defined in Equation 16) – to the extent measurable – is

correlated with the inflow rates across mutual funds. Note that the exclusion restriction can

be expressed as follows:50

E[Bi ,tϵi ,t+h] = E

[∑
k

ωi←k,t0Ak,t
Yi ,t

inflowsk,t
Ak,t

ϵi ,t+h

∣∣∣∣∣ controlsi ,t

]
∀h > 0

=
∑
k

E

[
ωi←k,t0Ak,t

Yi ,t

inflowsk,t
Ak,t

ϵi ,t+h

∣∣∣∣ controlsi ,t

]
∀h > 0

=
∑
k

E

Ei
(
ωi←k,t0Ak,t

Yi ,t
ϵi ,t+h|k, t

)
︸ ︷︷ ︸

≡φk,t+s

inflowsk,t
Ak,t

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ controlsi ,t

 ∀h > 0

The variable φk,t+s converts an error term that varies at the country level and time into a

variable that varies over mutual funds and time. This is extremely convenient because mutual

fund inflow rates ( inflowsk,t
Ak,t

) also vary over the same dimensions as this φk,t variable.

Defining φk,t+s this way conveniently summarizes the distribution of exposures of mutual

funds to country shocks regardless of the connecting mechanism.

The Borusyak et al. (2021) test involves constructing an observable approximation of

φk,t+h = Ei [ω
′
i←k,t0ϵi ,t+h] using a proxy for ϵi ,t+h: ϵ̃i ,t+h. This proxy represents an observable

variable that is strongly believed to be correlated with the error term in the second stage

regression.51 With such a proxy variable I can run a simple regression of mutual fund exposure

50Note that because in this context news violates exclusion and a dynamic response is being estimated, the
exclusion restriction must be satisfied in terms of both current and future error terms.

51It is also important to choose a proxy that we believe is not affected causally by capital inflows. Otherwise,
failing this test could simply reflect the inflow rates directing capital towards some countries and causing the
proxy variable to move.
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to this proxy φ̃t+s =
∑
i ωi←k,t0 ϵ̃i ,t+h on the shifters (inflowsk,t):

inflowsk,t = α+ δφ̃k,t+h + controlsk,t + νk,t+h

where controlsk,t =
∑
i ωi←k,t0controlsi ,t and come from the controls included in the first and

second stage and are constructed as follows:

controlsk,t+s =
∑
i

ωi←k,t0controlsi ,t

A simple hypothesis test of δ = 0 gives us a sense of whether the distribution of shifters

( inflowsk,t
Ak,t

) is correlated with the proxy of the error term (φ̃k,t+s). This is a particularly nice test

because it takes a multi-dimensional identification condition (shares × shifters × errors) and

simplifies it down to a single test statistic. If the null is rejected, then mutual funds with high

information (sensible initial portfolios) tend to be the ones that receive future inflows. This

would suggest that the instrument includes responses to news about each country and would

not be exogenous. If the null cannot be rejected and the confidence interval of the estimates

of δ are small, then we can be confident there is unlikely to be a large connection between

mutual fund exposures to country shocks/news and their inflows.

The mechanisms that are concerning in the capital inflows context are:

• Clients selecting mutual funds based on news about the countries they invest in. Here I

find a measure of news that varies by country and create corresponding φ̃newsk,t exposure

measures.

• Clients can detect the “best” funds that are investing in the countries about to get the

highest returns. In this case, I construct a measure summarizing exposure to future

high country returns by estimating these returns from the overall returns in EPFR and

portfolio shares. This is presented in Appendix C.1.

C Tests for Possible Violations of the Exclusion Condition

C.1 IMF forecasts and country level returns

Figure 20 shows the results when looking at mutual fund exposure to high IMF forecasts of

CPI.
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Figure 20: Correlation of fund inflows and IMF CPI forecasts
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Notes: Each panel shows regressions from Equation 12 for a variety of base period choices when constructing the instrument. Each dot is a point estimate. Confidence intervals
are 95 percent intervals. Standard errors are clustered by mutual fund and time.

C.2 Returns Test Using Mutual Fund Returns Data

As discussed in Section C.1, when testing whether inflows can predict future counterfactual

fixed portfolio returns it is possible to calculate these fixed portfolio returns using the mutual

fund returns data rather than the country index returns data used above. In this section, I

show the results from using the direct mutual fund returns instead.

The country index measure assumes that within countries mutual funds all make the same

return as either each country’s main equity index or 10 year bond index. Using this measure

has the advantage of relating to returns most likely to be correlated with a country-level error

term; however, it assumes that mutual funds within a country essentially operate as index

funds. Since this is unrealistic, the second measure is constructed from EPFR data on the

overall returns made from each mutual fund.

Constructing this measure requires two steps. First I find the average return made by each

mutual fund in the sample from country i in time period t by regressing the overall mutual

fund returns on their portfolio shares in each country and in each time period:

rk,t = γk +
∑
τ

∑
i

βi ,τωi←k,τ × 1τ=t + vi ,t
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Note that there is a regression coefficient for each country at each time period in the sam-

ple (βi ,t). This will be used as the estimate of the counterfactual return made for investments

in country i in time t. Essentially, this uses cross-sectional variation in returns and portfolios

over mutual funds to identify the marginal effect an additional percentage point of investment

in each country has on the return on the mutual fund. A fund fixed effect is included in the

regression to control for any potential composition bias between the countries funds invest

in and each fund’s “quality” or ability to earn high returns. If, say, the best performing funds

tend to invest more in Germany, then the counterfactual return for a low performing fund that

shifted into Germany would be significantly less than the (share weighted) average returns of

funds that invest in China. The fund fixed effect is my attempt to remove this confounding

variation.

The estimated regression coefficients are then used calculate the counterfactual return of

mutual funds based on base period portfolio weights:

r̃MPk,t+s =
∑
i

ωi←k,t0βi ,t+s

The results are shown in Figure 21 and show no significant correlation between this measure

of future fixed portfolio counterfactual returns and current fund inflows for either equity funds

or bond funds across a variety of base period choices.

Figure 21: Correlation of fund inflows and imputed mutual fund returns
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Notes: Dots are point estimates. Confidence intervals are 95 percent intervals. Standard errors are clustered by mutual fund.
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C.3 Crisis Inflow Distributions

This subsection presents additional figures comparing the distribution of funds exposed to a

crisis event to those not exposed. Figure 22 shows the same distributions for the affected

funds both before and after the event. The panels in grey represent the distributions at the

time of the crisis and are repeated from the diagonals in Figure 12. Since the crisis likely had

implications for economic prospects for a considerable period after the genesis of the crisis, an

appropriate view would be that exclusion would require all panels shown in this figure to not

have systematically different mean fund inflow rates between exposed and unexposed funds.

This is the case for all 32 panels with the exception of the Asia Crisis funds one period before

the crisis where the difference in means is marginally significant. Strangely, this appears to

be because unexposed funds experience extremely large inflows rather than due to exposed

funds experiencing outflows. The number of funds in the sample not investing in the affected

countries during this period is a mere 36, suggesting that this is an anomaly rather than a

cause for concern.

Finally, Figures 23 and 24 show the same time distributions for each individual coun-

try affected by the Asia Crisis with similar inflow patterns comparing exposure to individual

countries rather than the full set.
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Figure 22: Inflow rate distributions for all funds during three crises
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Notes: Each graph shows the distribution of funds investing in the labelled country during either the Asia Crisis (1997 Q2), the Argentinian Peso Crisis (2001 Q4) or the
Greek debt crisis. The panels with grey backgrounds show the inflow rate distributions of mutual funds investing and not investing in the country primarily affected by
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Figure 23: Inflow rate distributions for countries affected by the Asia Crisis (1 of 2)
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Notes: Each graph shows the distribution of funds investing in the labelled country during the Asia Crisis (1997 Q2). The panels with grey backgrounds show the inflow
rate distributions of mutual funds investing and not investing in the country primarily affected by the crisis. The panels with white backgrounds show the distributions
prior to and after the crisis date. The vertical lines show the respective means of each distribution with 95 percent confidence bands. Each row is the same number of
quarters before the crisis and each column of columns 1 to 3 is a different country.



Figure 24: Inflow rate distributions for countries affected by the Asia Crisis (2 of 2)
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Notes: Each graph shows the distribution of funds investing in the labelled country during the Asia Crisis (1997 Q2). The panels with grey backgrounds show the inflow
rate distributions of mutual funds investing and not investing in the country primarily affected by the crisis. The panels with white backgrounds show the distributions
prior to and after the crisis date. The vertical lines show the respective means of each distribution with 95 percent confidence bands. Each row is the same number of
quarters before the crisis and each column of columns 1 to 3 is a different country.



D Robustness of Second Stage

The purpose of this section is to present a set of robustness checks of the results presented

in Section 5. In order to be able to present a large variety of robustness checks, I will limit

attention to the robustness of the responses of activity variables. These responses are the

more interesting of my findings and the most important.

Figure 25: Pooled impulse responses for all variables
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First, Figure 25 shows pooled impulse responses for all variables shown in the paper.

Given the heterogeneity between fixing and non-fixing countries, the pooled results are not

particularly interpretable but confirm that on average capital inflows tend to be expansionary

on output.

Next, Figure 26 shows how different choices of the instrument base period affect the

main results. Each grey line in the panels represents an impulse response from a different

base period (where I only show base periods where the F-statistic is above 10). While the

estimates are somewhat noisy, they tend to be similar qualitatively to the baseline results.

Next, Figure 27 repeats the previous graphs but varies the number of lags in the regressions
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Figure 26: Robustness of results by exchange rate regime to different base period choices
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Figure 27: Robustness of results to adjusting the lags
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Notes: This figure shows the robustness of the main results to the number of lags chosen. The colors represent the exchange rate
regimes of countries in the sample, the bold lines show the baseline impulse responses and lighter lines represent the results from
adjusting the number of lags. All impulse responses are calculated with the same base period, 2008 Q3.

D.1 Further Refinements to the Instrument for Equity inflows

As was discussed in Section 2.2, with the instrument refinement the identification condition

becomes that lagged interest rates in a country j cannot predict future economic events in

a different country i conditional on controls. For countries close together, this might be

violated if their economies are sufficiently integrated. For example, Eurozone countries are

connected with a common monetary policy, and even controlling for trade connections this

additional connection could be missed. Therefore, in this section I present results from a

further refinement to the leave-out instrument that excludes all neighboring countries from

the subregion each country i is in, and then as a further check I consider predicting inflows

into mutual funds investing in country i with lagged returns from countries in a different

UN subregion to i and then construct a third refinement where the instrument leaves out all

returns earned in the same continent as country i . Readers should note that both refinements

mean that the first stage is not robustly above 10 for either refinement and the standard errors
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are often very large (and as such are not shown here). Nonetheless, the point estimates of the

impulse responses shown in Figure 28 are qualitatively similar to the baseline results (except

in the case of the continent-leave-out instrument’s GDP responses for fixers).

Figure 28: Robustness to the leaving-out continent-level returns or subcontinent-level returns
in the instrument construction
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Notes: This figure shows the effects on the impulse responses of leaving out countries near i and countries in the same continent
as i when constructing the instrument. The solid lines are the baseline results for fixers (blue) and non-fixers (red), whereas the
short dashed lines show the results for fixers (again in blue) and non-fixers (again in red) when the instrument is constructed leaving
out not only the return each mutual fund makes in country i but all countries in the same UN subregion as i , and the long dashed
lines show the results when the instrument is constructed leaving out any returns mutual funds make in the same continent as i . All
impulse responses are calculated with the same base period, 2008 Q3.
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